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The 24-hour, seven days a week Red Hawk D iner averages about $11,000 in sales p e r week, $8,000 o f which is lost. According to
Dora Lim, General Manager o f University Dining Services, the diner cannot support itse lf until it reaches its break-even point, which is
$25,000 in weekly sales.
By M aria Tortoreto
Special toTheMontclarion

Jose Portorreal grinned
when he heard the music.
At 5 p.m. on a Wednesday,
only seven of the Red Hawk
Diner's 119 seats were filled,
leaving the friendly, 1950's
style atmosphere quiet and
calm. But as the brand new

be great.”
The Red Hawk Diner
opened on O ctober 23,
2001, making it the first diner
in the nation on a college
campus. Like many, area
diners, it is open 24 hours
a day, seven days a week,
and offers a variety of foods.
The diner attracts students,
faculty, campus visitors and
people from the surrounding
communities alike.

Dollar for Dollar Diners

Mooneh
Sticks

Cheese
Burger
Deluxe

jukebox was being set up
in a corner with over 1,500
songs, workers were buzzing
around, peaking over each
other's shoulders to get a
good look. Jennifer Lopez's
upbeat voice cut through
the air, and everyone in
the small restaurant at MSU
applaupled.
“ Vf/e’re finally gettipg a
juke box after a year," Portor
real, 31, said, head waiter at
the diner. “This is going to

Chicken
Ceasar

M ik Shake

Salad

The diner, along with
other cam pus dining ser
vices, is owned by the Uni
versity and managed by
Sodexho Food Corporation.
Sodexho is based in Mary
land and does business in 72
countries. The corporation
has a 12-year contract with
the University, which began
in 2001.
“The diner is doing very
well,” said Kamali Archukan,
one of the four supervisors

a t the diner. “ Still, it was
expected to be doing better
than it is.”
The diner has processed
about 1,000-1,200 customer
checks per week throughoutthe fall 2002 semester.
Dora Lim, General Man
ager of University Dining Ser
vices, believes the diner is
doing well in terms of food
quality and speed of service.
“The diner has improved on
its customer satisfaction since
its opening because the pro
cess took a lot of time to
develop and master.”
Recently, customer sur
veys were distributed for one
week at the Red Hawk Diner.
A total of 137 surveys were
returned. According to Lim,
in order to get a valid result,
88 surveys need e d to be
returned.
This accounts for a little
over one percent of MSU’s
approximate 13,000 students.
The survey showed that 100
percent of those who filled
out the survey were satisfied
with the diner. Eighty-eight
percent of those who took
the survey reported that they
would recommend the diner
to others.
“We are very satisfied
with the results obtained
because the scores were
high, even compared to the
2001 national market seg
ment top quartile results,"
said Lim.
The cost of the physical
diner itself was about $1 mil
lion, with Sodexho paying
about $750,000 and the
University paying the rest.
The diner averages about
$11,000 in sales per week,
and loses about $8,000 per
week to its 24/7 operation.
According to Lim, the diner

cannot support itself until it Kevin Rakowsky, Assistant
reaches its break-even point, Director of Auxiliary Enter
which is $25,000 in weekly prises at MSU, the diner
sales.
cannot operate at a profit
“ The
in a 24-hour
diner is still
.6 6 T h e d in e r is s t il l format.
not finanNOT FINANCIALLY
c i a I I y
“ Being this
h e a lth y ,”
is
a new
HEALTHY. 99
said Lim.
and unique
T h e
-D o ra Lim, concept for
diner has
a co lle g e
G e n e ra l A A a nag er o f
been trying
c a m p u s ,”
to a ttra c t
U niversity D in in g S ervices R akow sky
more atten
explained,
tion to itself
“we have
via
pro
maintained
gramming with the students. a 24/7 format in order to build
It hosts Monday-night foot a profile. Whether or not
ball and Friday- night DJ’s,
S ee” DINER" on p . 6
for example, to lure students
in.
"Maybe we
can do a kara
oke night," said
Portorreal. “ Now
th a t we have
the juke box,
more
students
may want to
come in here.”
Lim is looking
to
do
some
programming in
partnership with
the
Student
Activities office to
help increase the
volume of diner
customers.
Half ofthe din
er’s sales are gen
erated between
noon and 2 p.m.
on
the
weekdays, and
the other half
between
5-11
MIKE CAFARO/ THE MONTCLARION
p.m. Overnight
sales from 2-9
a.m. are very A view o f The Red Hawk Diner
minimal.
yesterday afternoon.
According to
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2/1/03 - A vehicle
entering Lot 17 came
to close to the card
reader, damaging the
unit.
Standard Parking
was notified to' respond to
the scene.
1/31/03 - Gurmes Singh
(27) of East Orange,
NJ was arrested for
violation of the N.J.
Anti Piracy Act and
released on bail. He
is waiting for a court
date in the Little
Falls Municipal Court.
1/30/03 - Officers
responded to Blanton Hall
on a report of a male
(non-resident) causing a
disturbance and refusing
to leave the building.

1/30/03 - A male MSU
student responded to
headquarters to file a
theft report. While
parked in Lot 22, unknown
individuals removed the
rear spoiler off the
victim's car.

snow

i D octor Indicted on Fondling Charges
A-Short Hills ophthalmologist has beeirindigted on charges
that he fondled six o f bis female patients and an undercover
investigator while giving eye examinations. Richard Robbins, 39,
of the Short Hills Ophthalmology Group on Millburn Avenue, was
charged with nine counts of fourth-degree criminal sexual contact.
The. indictment alleges that Robbins touched the breasts of six of
his patients during examinations between M arch and June. He
was arrested on June 21 after he fondled a female undercover
investigator from .the prosecutor's office.

Trucker’s Tip Leads to Drug Charges
An Easton, Pa., man was arrested after police found drug
paraphernalia in his car, based on a tip from a trucker who saw
the man injecting drugs while driving on the highway, ..Anthony
■Calazzo, 27, was arrested around 2 p.m. M onday after a police
officer pulled his car over on westbound Route 24.., Police officer.
M ikb Mulligan discovered a used syringe, three empty.heroin
decks and six decks of heroin inside the car.

Wendy’s W orker Charged W ith T h e ft
■Police charged an employee of a Wendy's restaurant with
stealing $22,948 in receipts over a four- month period, and .
■juspect others may have taken' another $17,000. -Peter Brown,;
;6:1, of Newark, was; charged Jan. 23 with theft for allegedly
stealing money that he was supposed-to deposit in'a bank.

S e c re ta ry of S tate: Iraq Has Links to Al Q aeda
-The regime of Iraqi President Saddam Hussein has engaged in an
“active and systematic effort" to hide its weapons of mass destruction
from U.N. weapons inspectors and has given training and safe
harbor to al Q aeda terrorists, Secretary of State Colin Powell told
the U.N. Security Council on Wednesday. In the highly anticipated
presentation, Powell used electronic intercepts, satellite photographs
and other intelligence sources to try to convince skeptical members
of the council that Iraq had failed to comply with U.N. resolutions
and was actively working to deceive weapons inspectors. Powell
also said that an al Q aeda terrorist network headed up by Abu
Musab Zarqawi, a high-ranking Osama bin Laden lieutenant who
fled to Iraq from Afghanistan, had been operating freely in Iraq
for more than eight months and was using Baghdad to coordinate
its activities.

NASA R eview s N e w Film, Final data
With reports of possible debris coming from as far west as
California, investigators tracked and gathered more of Columbia’s
scattered remnants Wednesday while engineers worked to decipher
the orbiter’s final, faint 32 seconds, of data. Recovery efforts were
expanded in east Texas. In Sabine County, near, the Louisiana state
line, preparations were being made to remove a large frontal
portion of the shuttle's nose cone that embedded itself in a heavily
wooded area.
C om piled from cnn.com by Lillian M . Aleman
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a specific group, or ads w ith excessive
nudity or w ith excessive de pictions o f
violence, a cco rding to local standards.
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Deadlines
The deadline to submit advertisements-to
The M ontclarion is the M onday of the week
of publication.

Billina
The M ontclarion is distributed, on Thursdays
arid invoices arid tearsheets are mailed the
following M ondgy.. Tearsheets. for pre-paid
ads must be requested. Thirty (30) days are
given for' payment 'after the insertion date,
after which .a 15 percent finance charge is
levied. After sixty (60) days, accounts are
referred to an outside collection agency.
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AD RATES
^

Valentine’s Day Special

^

Rumors Begin Circulating for

ON-CAMPUS
Full page - $168.00
Half page - $105.00
Quarter page - $63.00
Eighth page - $32.00

SG A Executive Board Elections
^

OFF-CAMPUS
Full page - $310.00
Half page - $200.00
Quarter page - $125.00
Eighth page - $80.00

Kat’s New Zine Review
Do You Love M e or Am I Just

Classifieds (up to 30 wds.)
$ 10.00

Paranoid Review

C a ll (9 7 3 ) 6 5 5 -5 2 3 7
fo r m ore inform ation.

montclarion

SG A

Montclair State University
113 Student Gunter Annex
Upper Montclair, New Jersey 07043
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1/29/03 - Officers
responded to the'Clove
Road apartment on a
report, of an assault.
Two female residents got
into a verbal argument,
which resulted in pushing
and shoving. Both
parties were advised not.
to have further contact
with each other for the
duration of'the evening.
No charges were filed and
the matter was referred
to Residence Life.

Anyone who has information regarding these
incidents is urged to call the police station from
any campus phone at T-I-P^S (8477). A ll calls
are strictly confidential.

News Editor

a n a g in g

Voices appropriation for a
music director was
approved.

' Inbal Kahanov

Chi Alpha Fellowship
appropriation failed.

Lillian M

N

Players was re-chartered as
a Class I organization.
New Director of Greek
Affairs, Blake Urquart, was
approved.
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M ontclair State University. Published weekly, except during examinations, summer and winter
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advertising revenue. The views expressed in the Opinion section, with the exception of thé
M ain Editorial, do not necessarily reflect the views of The Montclarion. The first edition of The
Montclarion, then named The Pelican, was published on November 28, 1928.
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The Big Budget Debate Hits Campus
MSU Not Community Rallies Against Recent
Slashes to the University Budget
Warned
About Cuts
Admi ni strat ors
React to Loss

¡T w

a in

By Jennifer Bender
StaffWriter

As a result of the announcement
last week of a budget cut that will
affect MSU, and the 11 other public
colleges and universities in New
Jersey, financial plans for the future
have been questioned. Upcoming
changes for the campus have yet
to be resolved.
The announcement of a 10 per
cent budget cut was made by Gov
ernor Jim McGreevey last Tuesday;
the calculations for the MSU campus
actually result in a 14 percent budget
decrease, causing financial turmoil.
As a result, changes will be made
on the campus in the upcom ing
future, said MSU President Susan
Cole.
"The effect should not be very
n o tice a b le for students,” stated
Cole.
“Some desirable but less critical
activities or services will have to be
scaled back.” .
At this time, an increase in tuition
has not yet bpen determined.
“It is very early still to determine
some factors," said Senior Vice Presi
dent Harry Schuckel.
“ We want to do as little to that
[tuition] as possible."
There is also no certainty on what
programs will be affected by the cut.
Current construction projects such
as parking areas, a new recreation
center, and the new a c a d e m ic
building will remain in construction.
“The academic world has
evolved so much, I would hope there

MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION

Students listen to speakers such as Senior Vice President Harry Schuckel and SGA President Chris Fitzpatrick
during yesterday’s Open Forum/Student Rally against the approximatly $7 million budget cut.

dents, faculty, and staff members,
130 students have signed the peti
tion. The purpose of the rally was
to allow to students to be heard,
to give them voting opportunities,
The SGA held an open forum and and to offer them the chance to
rally, giving students the opportunity address the state government.
to voice their opinions and to sign a
As students piled in, Chris Fitzpat
petition against the recent budget rick, president of SGA, announced
cut, yesterday afternoon.
an idea for submitting letters tp
The petition reads as follows, "This McGreevey and various senators,
year the state government of New assemblypersons, and state legis
Jersey is proposing
lature.
a higher education
66 W e ARE SUPPOSED
“ Names and
budget cut of 14 per
addresses have
TO BE THE FUTURE,
cent. This follows a
been given to
seven percent cut
the students of
THIS [BUDGET CUT]
from last year. In light
the government
LEAVES US WITH NO
of Gov. James E.
legislators," said
McGreevey’s propos
Gabrielle ChaHOPE. 99
als to cut e d uca 
rette, Director of
tional funding, we the
- Tecil& Prince, G o v e r n m e n t
undersigned students I
C )oen F orum /R dly Relations.
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
Attendee
of Montclair State Uni
Letters from
A total o f 130 students signed a versity value quality
students will be
petition against the state budget education and demand that the State given to the SGA and will then be
legislature fail this proposal.”
mailed out. Charette has asked
cut yesterday afternoon.
With
a
turnout
of
nearly
150
stuthat
parents also become involved
SEE "BUDGET'ON P.5
in the writing process.
Many students expressed
concerns with losing
money from scholarships
and questioned future
tuition rates.
"I was worried last
year as a student on
a scholarship,” stated
11:30 p.m. on January 26.
Tecile
Prince,«- an
By Lillian M . Alem an
Bookstaber said that upon
attendee of the rally.
NewsEditor
entering the left side elevator of
“We are supposed to be
Bohn Hall, everything seemed
the
future, this leaves us
Despite Univesity Police
to be normal until the elevator
with no hope.
reports a ckn ow led g in g an
began to shake violently a t the
Harry Schuckel, Senior
injured resident due to ah eleva
11mfloor. After a four-floor drop to
Vice
President, stbted
tor malfunction in Bohn Hall, MSU
the seventh floor of the building
that, students currently
officials refuse to comment on
and an abrupt stop, Bookstaber
enrolled on a scholarship
the issue and the reason why
was thrown off his feet.
would not be harmed by
this problem occured.
"I didn’t know what to think,”
a cut in scholarships, but
Jason Bookstaber, 19-yearsaid Bookstaber. “It happened
that it will affect incom
old Blanton Hail resident, never
so quickly that I didn't even get
ing students.
expected that a nine-floor ele
a chance to do that."
“The arts budget has
vator trip would result in a herni
After exiting the suddenly
already been cut," said
ated disk, a painful neck brace,
halted elevator, the shaken stu
Walter Soto, a music
a problematic knee, and a sixdent was asked by the Desk Assis
major. “You can bet that
hour stay at a nearby hospital.
ta n t if everything was all right.
I will be writing letters.”
MIKE CAFARO/THE MONTCLARION
The accident occured during
The forum not“ only
Jason Bookstaber was injured as a result o f an an attem pt to visit a friend on
SEE"ELEVATOR” ON P. 5
elevator malfunction in Bohn Hall.
the seventh floor of Bohn Hall at
By Jennifer Bender
StaffWriter

Student Injured on Campus Elevator

Administration Refuses to Comment
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Problems Still Not
Weather Causes
Corrected After Almost Delay of Softball Field
Finding Bidders for Project Also
Three Months
Causes Problems for Completion

Residence Halls Continue to Have
Malfunctioning Swipe Entrances

By W endy DeStefono
AssistantNewsEditor

260 seats, “a press box, locker rooms,
storage and a concession area."
Kubika outlines the original plans
for the women's softball stadium by
stating, "Phase I of the' new stadium
is the field component. This is sched
uled to be complete by April h The
remaining piece of fhe construction
including the seating, press box, and
team rooms should be completed
by June. I am anticipating playing
and practicing on the new field in
April.”
"Arrangements are [also] being
m ade to construct a tem porary
field where the MSU baseball team
played years a g o [Pittser Field],
which is currently the home of MSU
soccer. This will be an adequate
‘temporary’ home," Kubika said.
Even though the entire stadium is
expected to be complete by Janu
ary 2004, “ administration, as well
as the coaching staff, players, and
alumni will support whatever neces
sary to build the MSU softball sta
dium," said Kubika.

“There used to be someone who
The makeover for the wom en’s
was working with the locks and then
he left,” said Bartash. “They’re in softball field will possibly not be
the process of replacing him, but completed by the end of the spring
until then, they want me to learn the semester due to weather conditions
Despite the third investigation system to be able to control it.” He and the bidding process to finish the
The Montclarion has conducted in 12 will be taking classes from April 14-16 stadium.
weeks, all of which found Residence- to learn the system.
“The women’s softball stadium is
Hall doors left unlocked campus
According to Giardino, the fact currently being bid. A contractor
wide overnight, MSU administrators that he was contacted at that time will be selected based on the results
continue to say that all Residence Hall is not an indication of an ongoing of that bidding process,” said Doug
buildings are secured
problem with the Cooper, Director of Architectural
besides Webster and
locks, but rather and Engineering Services.
66 I DO MONITOR
Bohn.
is a "cross-training
A ccording to Holly Gera, the
“ I do monitor the
Director
of the Athletics D epart
issue.”
THE SYSTEM [SWIPE
system.
I haven’t
“ Ron [Bartash] ment, her departm ent as well as
ENTRANCE]. I
heard a specific
is going to classes the Architectural and Engineering
complaint," said Terry
because
it's Services departm ent are "waiting
HAVEN’T HEARD
Giardino, Assistant
important to have for bids to come back.”
Director of Facilities
Because of the weather, Anita
more than one
A SPECIFIC
and Services. “ If no
person who has a Kubika, the head of the w om en’s
COMPLAINT. 99
one reports the prob
knowledge of the softball team, is unsure if the field
- Tarry CDiardino,
lem, we ca n 't know
system,”
Giardino will be completed by the end of the
A ssistant D ire c to r o f
to fix if.”
semester.
Facilities a n d S ervies said.
A
Montclarion
“The
only
Also, a c c o rd 
investigation this past week found ing to Bartash, he was called prior to factor that may
Freeman, Blanton and Stone Halls' the winter break due to a problem present a prob
front doors unlocked at 12 a.m. and with the locks at several Residence lem for the con
2:30 a.m., well after the supposed Hall buildings.
tractor is ‘mother
Too
11:30 p.m. automatic locking.
“ I was approached by my boss nature'
This comes following a November [Physical Plant Director, Kiki Williams] much rain or
14 and November 21 investigation right before winter break,” said snow will delay
by The Montclarion, which found Bartash. “They called me at six or the
ground
the doors unlocked overnight. In seven o ’clock at night to say that breaking
and
both instances, photos ran in the they could not lock the doors. I change
the
newspaper depicting unlocked and could override the system so that the c o m p l e t i o n
propped-open doors in several Resi doors would lock for vacation.”
d a te ,"
said
dence Halls.
Giardino said that while this did Kubika.
Giardino said she had checked occur, it is no longer a issue, and does
MSU says that
the doors a t Freeman, Russ and not indicate a continued problem the perm anent
Blanton Halls at 7:00 a.m. yesterday, with the Residence Hall lock system. home of the
as the doors are intended to unlock
“We did have a problem at that women’s softball
at 7:30 a.m., and found that after time. We addressed it and corrected team “ will be
swiping her card at each door, she the problem," said Giardino.
constructed on
could enter with no problems. As
MSU administrators say that they the existing softsuch, she said, she concluded that can account for a problem with the ball field a d ja  The w om en’s s o ftb a ll field, w hich o rig in a lly was
the locks were functioning properly. lock system in Bohn and Webster cent to the run
planned to open by the spring semester, will not be
"I went around to check, swiped Halls, though they state that this is ning track.” The
my card and entered the buildings,” where the problem ends. Accord- new stadium will completed due to weather conditions and the bidding
said Giardino.
contain about process.
SEE“LOCKS" ONP.5
When asked whether she
attempted to open the doors without
swiping her card, to ensure that they
were in fact locked, Giardino said,
“ No I did not. I will have to look into
Continued from p. 3
that.”
When interviewed yesterday
afternoon, Giardino continued to
gave MSU students a chance d e nt union on the MSU campus.
say th a t she will make sure that
to speak; but there was also The SGA plans to continue enforc
someone will check the doors at
the opportunity for students ing action against the budget cut,
Blanton, Freeman, Stone and Russ
to register to vote.
and encourages other students
Halls at 11:30 p.m. that night to ensure
“ All of you students have to becom e involved in doing the
that they are locked.
an im pact on the vote, you same.
“We are going to have someone
can get the message across
"I am very heartened by your
check it. I want to solve the prob
that we need adequate fund interest in this," said Schuckel. “You
lem,” she said.
ing," stated Eric Samuelson, are beginning to address a long time
An investigation by Montclarion
President of C.W.A. Local 1031 trend, which I think is good."
photographer Mike Cafaro found all
on campus. Samuelson repre
WMSC, MSU’s radio station, has
residence hall doors, besides those of
sents non-faculty members on announced that they will be starting
Blanton and Russ, unlocked at 12:15
the campus, such as clerical a weekly talk show , giving students
a.m. today. The lock at Blanton Hall
positions and library positions. a chance to speak their minds about
was not working causing the door to
“ If the quality of education the budget cut.
be unable to unlock. As a result, the
goes down, then the quality of
Possible plans for the future
door by it was left propped open.
students goes down," stated include a march on Trenton, where
According to Crew Supervisor/
freshman student Christine the governor and state legislature
MIKE CAFARO / THE MONTCLARION
Locksmith Ron Bartash, he was con
Dias.
are located. The S.G.A. will supply
tacted following The Montclarion's
Goals of the rally were information to the campus via e-mail
first article on the matter and was SGA President Chris Fitzpatrick speaks to express co n cern of the and flyers.
asked to take classes to learn the against the recent budget cut at a rally budget, and to create a stu
Diebold system that is used for the yesterday.
swipe-card entrances.
By Inbal Kohanov
ManagingEditor

Rally
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Conservation Club
Loses Its Charter
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Locks
Continued from p. 3

ing to Giardino, the issue with Web town.”
ster Hall presents a “programming
Giardino also asserts that every
organization, the Conservation Club anomaly" that Diebold engineers are Residence Hall is staffed 24 hours a
By Cesarina Miceli
currently looking into. The problem day by front desk personnel, which
needs at least 15 members.
AssistantNewsEditor
“ I ca n ’t even get 15 people to a with Bohn Hall is a problem with the she says is the buildings' best secu
laptop that is the building’s controller, rity.
meeting," states Mantegna.
Resignation of the Conservation
SGA President Chris Fitzpatrick, a and needs to be replaced. As it runs
“That [front desks] is where you
Club's president, lack of communi former Conservation Club member, on a DOS program, said Giardino, security is at,” she said. “If you didn’t
cation with the Director of Program says, “A lot is expected of a Class I no other computer on campus has have that, residents could swipe in
ming and the SGA treasurer, loss of a organization. Class I organizations been found that can remedy the and bring in whomever they wanted.
secretary, and failure to maintain a have the most money and the most situation.
The real security comes from the
minimum of 15 members, resulted responsibility."
Both Giardino and Director of staff, who monitor exactly who is
in the SGA's decision not to rechar
The SGA reassured the Conserva Student Development and Campus coming in."
ter the Conservation Club that they Life, Karen Pennington, said that
Some residents disagree. In a
tion Club as a Class m
may still approach no student has approached them Novem ber 21 issue of The M ont
66 W e [t h e
I organization next
the legislature this expressing any problems with the clarion, Senior Freeman Hall resident
year.
Joshanna Robinson, said that front
CONSERVATION CLUB] semester for a bill locks.
According
to
"I never heard it wasn't resolved. desk operators are not always awake
granting them a
HAVE DONE NOTHING
Jackie M antegna,
Class II or Class III Steps were taken to resolve it and in the middle of the night.
Conservation Club
I haven’t heard from anyone, espe
Charter.
Giardino says that the Residence
ALL YEAR. 99
president, last year
cially students, that there is a prob Halls are quite safe and that residents
M antegna
the Executive Board
should not be concerned.
•Jackie AAentegna, C ig re e S ,
It W O U ld lem,” said Pennington.
did not train this
Laura Whitman, a Junior resident
be in the best inter
“ I notice that there are signs in
(Sdnsenscrfion d u d
year's
Executive
est of the organi of Blanton Hall, said that she has Freeman and Russ that say that you
Board.
zation to go to a entered Blanton Hall after 11:30 p.m. have to swipe your card when you
P resident
M antegna says, ^
without having to swipe her card at come in," she said.
Class II.”
“We [the Conserva
Class I organi the front door.
"I think Residence Hall directors
tion Club] have done nothing all zations such as Players, WMSC, and
"Personally, I lock my own door are making it clear that doors have
year."
Class I Concerts have been very at night, so I don't care as long as to be closed and that cards have to
Over the summer, the Conserva supportive. The Conservation Club I know I do th a t,” said Whitman. be swiped at the front desk before
tion Club lost its treasurer and secre has been thinking of co-sponsorships “ But, then again, I grew up in a safe entering.”
tary. In the fall, the Conservation for the rest of this semester.
Club also lost its vice president, while
As a response to M a n te g n a ’s
gaining a new treasurer, Julia Cokelet resignation, a memo was sent out
in November.
by Fitzpatrick and Orlando Cabrera,
Still, the Conservation Club could SGA Vice President, this week stating,
not plan anything due to its loss of “ Your budget and charter remain
leaders and lack of student interest frozen for the remainder of the year
on campus. Last year consisted of unless you take the step to unfreeze
no programs, and immense miscom- it. If the SGA sees that no members
munication between the Conserva are making the efforts to do so, we
tion Club and- SGA treasurer Derek will decharter your organization so
Macchia and Director of Program that the money budgeted for your
ming Tom Hoskinson.
events may be used elsewhere.”
To date, there are approximately
The Conservation Club has by
7 to 10 members in the Conservation May 31, 2003 to vacate their office.
Club.
Mantegna promises, “We will work
In order to be considered a Class I to get back in good standing.” .
As long as the Conservation
Club acquires more members and
problems of miscommunication are
MIKE CAFARO /THE MONTCLARION
addressed, the Conservation Club
could work toward a Class II or Class Blanton Hall (above) has one door propped open at 12:15 a.m. this
Continued from p. 3
morning because the other door was unable to be opened despite a
III charter.
supposed 11:30 p.m. shutdown. The doors o f all other residence halls,
A cco rd in g to the m em o, the
other than those o f Russ Hall, were also found unlocked.
Though initially hesitant about the SGA “would be more than happy to
seriousness of his injuries, Bookstaber advise this endeavor.”
eventually was taken by the MSU
EMS to St. Joseph’s Hospital in Pater
son. Six hours, a neck brace and a
Continued from p. 3
diagnosis of whiplash later, the Bohn
Hall resident called up a friend to
pick him up from the hospital.
would be a way to get through this,” would be no additional cuts in the results in the rough estimate of a $6.6
Bookstaber m entioned that a said MSU senior Rich Ekelman.
upcoming fiscal year.
: million cut.
call from the Director of Residence
After receiving the news in
Current search committees for
The state law obligates fringe
Life, Regina Sargent, was made the new faculty or staff members will con regards to poor state revenue, cuts benefits, causing the $6.6 million to
very next day, but because of his tinue. While efforts
must now remain.
be cut strictly from the $46.3 million
painful circumstances, he was not are being made
"We are already in state appropriations. The state
66 T h e e f f e c t
ready to speak about the incident.
at work analyzing appropriations will be dropping to
to avoid any lay
During an attem pt to discover offs, they are look
the
budget, and $39.7 million, and Schuckel and his
SHOULD NOT BE VERY
the reasons for this unfortunate acci ing for candidates
we will develop a committee must now make up the
dent, the Assistant Director of Resi that can becom e
NOTICEABLE FOR
budgetary strategy $6.6 million while learning to deal
dence Life, Terry Giardino stated that, layoffs.
th a t protects the with a significantly smaller budget.
STUDENTS. 99
“The department does not have a
quality of e d u ca 
“ We rely on fac
"We have to determine a process
comment on the issue."
ulty and staff,” said
where we can pay for the reduc
-Susan d d /& tion we are able to
Also, although several attempts Schuckel. “ We are
offer our students,” tions,” said Schuckel.
were made, the Director of the Physi increasing our stu
AASU P resident said Cole.
In addition to paying the $6.6 mil
cal Plant, Kiki Williams, was unavail dents and need
The
MSU lion to the state, the school must also
able for comment regarding what them.”
S
campus has $46.3 pay for the employee rate increases,
the actual problem with the elevator
million in state which will have doubled by next
Prior
to
the
in Bohn Hall was or currently is.
announcement last week by appropriations for the year. There year and will not be paid by the
According to Bookstaber, the McGreevey, Cole had been given is an additional $20 million amount state.
elevator is currently up and running no warning of the cut, unlike during that is given strictly for fringe benefits.
Currently, the Senate Budget and
and he has yet to see the elevator last year’s budget cut where a These include areas such as retire Finance Committee have had two
become out of order since the inci memo was sent to MSU faculty about ment and workers compensation.
meetings with Schuckel, and Cole
dent occurred.
When the $20 million in fringe has asked for senior staff members to
the possibility of a cut.
Bookstaber ends his elevator
Several
days
before
the benefits is subtracted from the $46.3 submit ideas in the next two weeks
experience with, “ I’m never getting announcement, the state treasurer million in state appropriations, the for possible ways of savings for the
into another elevator [on campus] had announced to the presidents of University must then charge 10 per University.
again.”
the 12 public universities that there cent of that resulting number. This

Elevator

Budget
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Diner
Continued from p. 1
to be d e te rm in e d .” The diner is or subsidized,” he said. Even so, with
still maintaining its 24/7 format this the Red Hawk Dollars discounts, 10
percent off the bill when a student
semester.
“ Both Sodexho and M ontclair pay with Red Hawk Dollars, and other
State were a little hesitant to pen the frequent promotions, the campus
diner,” said Rakowsky, who originally diner’s prices are in line with other
proposed the idea for a campus local diners.
“ Resident students felt that the
diner in 1998. “There were no statistics
or history to refer to. We wrote the diner was built for them,” Rakowsky
believes. “ But it was built for every
book.”
The purpose of a diner was to body.”
Meal plans, which residents are
provide a place where students and
required
to buy every semester for
outsiders alike could go to relax,
study, and get a snack all at once. approxim ately $1,000, cannot be
All booths are equipped wit laptop a cce pte d at the Red Hawk Diner
for a few reasons, as Rakowsky
Internet hookups.
“The diner was just another form explained.
Since meal plans are paid for
of service we didn't have,” Rakowsky
in
advances,
Sodexho would not
said.
make
any
additional
money should
Montclair State is also home to
students
use
them
at
the
diner.
two dining halls, two cafeterias, two
Also, too many residents would
convenience stores, and the Red
go to the diner instead of the cafete
Hawk Express, a mobile grill.
Some resident students, including rias. They would take up space that
Katie Suchow, 20, and Jen Cannici, could be taken up by others who are
paying cash.
19, both of whom
There
are
reside in Blanton
66 W e a r e v e r y
a
b
ou
t
1,300
seats
Hall, were not very
on campus to eat,
welcom ing to the
SATISFIED WITH THE
and half of those
idea of a diner. With
RESULTS OBTAINED
are in the Blanton
Six Brothers, a popu
and Freeman cafe
lar diner amongst
BECAUSE THE SCORES
terias, primarily used
MSU students next
by resident students.
WERE H IG H .... 99
to campus in Little
If fhe residents were
Falls, many felt that
-[D o ra Lim, eating in the diner,
a campus diner
U niversity LDining S ervices there would be no
was unnecessary.
place for others to
“Six Brothers is
eat.
more com fortable, cheaper, and
“ Anything can be done," said
has better food," explained Cannici.
"If I'm going to pay to eat, I’m at Rakowsky, referring to the a cce p 
tance of meal plans. “ But everything
least going to go someplace I like.”
"If the Red Hawk Diner accepted has a price. If students wanted to
meal plans,” said Suckow, “ maybe use their meal plans at the diner, then
I’d go more often. The food is no the cost of meal plans would have to
go up a few hundred dollars."
better than cafeteria food.”
MSU has the cheapest tuition
According to a survey done by
rates
in New Jersey, but, according
the Student Government Association
to
Rakowsky,
the dining services are
in 2001, over half of fhe students
polled were not satisfied with the in line with other state universities.
Dining services is a separate entity
quality and freshness of food served
in the cafeterias. At the time, resi from tuition and fees, explained
d e n t students and others eating Rakowsky. Since the University does
on campus had no other choice not run food services, they are not
but to eat it anyway. Although the obligated to be a bargain.
“ Many students d o n 't realize
diner offers a greater variety of food
this,
especially residents, because
choices, the food is still m ade by
they
pay for everything all at once,"
Sodexho.
Suchow and Cannici believe that Rakowsky said. “ Sodexho makes
if the food a t the Red Hawk diner money from the food they sell, not
were notably cheaper, they would from tuition."
Portorreal, who has been working
go there more often.
The Red Hawk Diner was planned for MSU food services for 10 years,
to be co m p e titive with all other is happy with the diner and with
diners, according to Rakowsky. "It Sodexho.
“ I was making sandwiches in the
was never intended to be cheaper

Another view of the empy Red Hawk Diner yesterday afternoon.

M IKE CAFARO /TH E MONTCLARION

A view o f the Red Hawk Diner as one person sits eating his meal in an
otherwise empty diner yesterday afternoon.
The Red Hawk Diner has
Student Center before coming to
appeared in newspapers all across
the diner,” he said.
"It's so much better here, because the country since its opening. The
I get to talk to my customers more diner was one of the first steps in
than before. I'm a people person. MSU's Centennial Campaign, Presi
dent Susan Cole's goal of attracting
Plus, I get paid more."
All diner employees have the 1,800 students to the school by 2008,
same salary range as other cafeteria and publicity was a key factor.
"People remember the diner,"
workers in the same category and
said Rakowsky.
seniority, according to Lim.
"Incoming students might think
The wait staff at the Red Hawk
Diner gets paid $7.25/hour, plus the it’s a neat thing to have on campus,
option of full benefits, which is a and it could be the deciding factor
slightly lower starting salary than between MSU and another.school.”
“The diner is in the m iddle of
other employees because they also
foot traffic, and that's what people
collect tips.
Portorreal was reluctant to indi want," Rakowsky said.
“It is in a central location between
cate how much he averages in tips,
only that it added up to more than the parking lots and the buildings."
Portorreal
he m ade with his
kept looking at the
old job.
66 I n c o m in g s t u d e n t s
jukebox, anxious to
There is a maxi
play every song he
mum of five servers
MIGHT THINK IT’S
could.
working a t a time,
[DINER] A NEAT THING
“This is really
depending on the
going to make the
time of day and
...IT COULD BE THE
atmosphere more
campus events.
DECIDING FACTOR. 99
friendly. I try to do
"Our
busiest
days are Monday,
-K evin R akow sky, my best to make
people enjoy their
Tuesday, and Thurs
A ssistant D ire c to r o f
experience,
but
d a y," said Portor
A u x ila ry Enterprises music will really
real. “The restau
help," he said.
rant is p a cked all
“The more time we're here, the
day. At night though, it fluctuates,
depending on whether or not any more we'll progress,” Portorreal said.
thing is going on around campus, “Good things come in time. Hope
fully I'll be here another 10 years. I
such as parties, shows, or games.”
Rich Vigneri, a manager a t Six love it here."
The future of the diner is yet to
Brothers Diner on route 46, doesn’t
think the opening of the Red Hawk be determined. Although its sales
are not up to par with expectations,
Diner has affected business at all.
"We still get the same amount of the Red Hawk Diner will continue to
studenfs and employees from fhe operate throughout the year. The
University," Vigneri said. “ Late at 2002-03 academ ic year is the first
night we get mostly young [college] year of operafion, so it is the first
kids who are coming home from the true measuring stick, according to
Rakowsky.
bars."
Changes to improve the diner
Six Brothers, also a 24-hour diner,
is family owned and managed. If are not being ruled out, although no
also has a maximum of five servers formal proposals have been made.
working at a time. Servers get paid “Nothing is set in stone," Rakowsky
$2.13/hour, plus tips. They are not said. “We'll see where we stand at
the end of this semester." .
■
eligible for any benefits.
New Jersey is known nationally for
its diners. Although they are all over
the region, none has ever existed on
a college campus before, and it is Thisarticle was written for
putting MSU on the map.
Professor Ron Hollander's Feature
"It’s kind of sad that Montclair Writing course lastsemester.
has so many wonderful academic
programs,” said Rakowsky, "but all of
its publicity lately has been because
of the diner.’’ I
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Discovering Faith on Your Own

Transfer
Tim es

Cantor Encourages Students
To Do Soul Searching
cantly. At the age
of 25, Perman went
on a three-year soul
searching.
In his own struggle
with God, Permanhe Jewish story of Jacob tells found that he had a
of a man who wrestled with higher calling. “Juda
an angel of God in the middle ism spoke to me spritua lly,” he
of the night
said.
and would
Fr om
66 P erman went on
not let go
this point
till he was
A THREE-YEAR SOUL
in his life,
given
a
at
the
SEARCHING... ‘JUDAISM
blessing.
age
of
T h e
SPOKE TO ME
2
9
,
a n g e l
P
e
r
ma
n
blessed him
SPIRITUALLY.’??
w ent to
a
n
d
G ra d 
~ /\A a rk P & rm a n
changed his
u a t e
__________
name
to
H ill& l C TZhaplain
School at
Israel, mean
Hebrew
ing
‘one
Union
College,
spentding one year
who wres
in
Israel.
tled with God.’
From here Perman switched
Jacob was marked by God for
the rest of his life.
Mark Perman, Cantor and
the new Jewish chaplin for Hillel,
did not grow up particularly reli
gious.
“ I grew up in typical Jewish
home, and wasn't terribly inter
ested,” Perman explained.
Instead, Perman was active
in theatre, perform ing his first
Broadway show at the age of
eight. He also took parts in com
mercials.
Perman was part of Shanindoa with John Cullin, and in
acted in Fame, a show about an
arts high school.
It was when Perman's father
died, however, th a t Perman’s
life began to change signifi-

By Christopher Sadowski
Staff Writer

By Lacey Smith
FeatureEditor

went to a large high school. In fact
the second largest In the state.
But after graduating Clifton High
School, I went to a very small col
lege. It was a place where every
body knew my name, like the show
“Cheers."
I soon began to find out that my
college wasn't the place for me,
due to the fact that individuality and
uniqueness wasn’t very accepted
because of the social groups that
formed. I figured that it would be
easier to be more of an individual
in a large microcosm, rather than
a small one.
I knew that I wanted to transfer,
and immediately knew where I
wanted to go: MSU. It was the uni
versity that was right in front of my
face, and the one I passed every
day on my drive to school.
I think one of the major things that
attracted me to MSU was the fact
that it was a large state university, in
fact the second largest in the state.
I guess I have this thing for large
schools that are the second largest in
the state. Besides the size factor, MSU
is practically in my backyard.
After hearing great reviews from
my friends, I opted to take a tour
and then fell in love. I decided to
go ahead with the transfer, still a bit
unsure about everything, but having
a feeling thaf it would work out in
the end. The best part about the
transfer was that I didn’t lose any

T

I

See "TRANSFER" on p.
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COURTESY OF MARK PERMAN

back and forth from theatre, his love
since childhood, and broadcasting,
See "CANTOR" on p.10

Raising Black History A wareness

Taking Magic Pills
Dietary Supplements Don’t Cure All
By Ami Desai
StaffWriter

of garlic, add some to your stir-fry
with vegetables or sprinkle some
on your pizza slice. If the garlic
smells too pungent, gulp down
a garlic pill!

,o you know?
Today's Health Quote
'Garlic powder studies show
“There is no greater love than the
that garlic helps lower tri-glycer
love of food.”
ides and cholesterol, reduce risk
George Bernard
of stomach and
------------------v
Shaw .
colon cancer, / ---------------------prevent heart
w
N
e
disease
and
Research
stroke,
block
the grow th of
Let’s talk vita
c a n c e r cells,
mins: The magic
prevent
high
pills
blood pressure
and also ease
Supplements
ear infection.
that can help
Historically, it
you live longer,
has been used
look younger, pre
to treat every
vent cancer and
thing
from
heart
disease,
wound to infec
improve
immunity,
tion to diges
fight illnesses, and
tive problems.
boost your energy
-Exhume
the
certainly
sound
healing power

JAMES TOPOLESKI/THE MONTCLARION

Sandra Lewis speaks a t OSAU’s African Am erican flag-raising
ceremony Tuesday, with MSU’s President Cole looking on.______ _
appealing and magical.
Though vitamins and minerals
c a n ’t cure everything, they can
definitely do a lot. That is why
supplemented use of vitamins has
increased manifolds in the last few
decades.

However, it is sensible to use
vitamins and mineral supplements
with vigilance. Supplements should
be treated with an equal amount of
care and concern for safety that we
reserve for prescription or medicaSee "MOUTH" on p.11
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There are those w h o wish to
see you fail b u t you are strong
en ou g h to keep things m oving.
You w ork tw ic e as hard to g e t
things d o n e a n d your w ork will
n o t g o unrew arded.

n

The Aquarius has incredible
inte lle ct a n d c o m m u n ic a tio n
skills. He/she has a passion for
new things, b u t difficulty in
m astering one certain craft.
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22

There are those w ho are p lo t
ting against you, so be p re pa re d
to c o m e up against some pretty
sticky situations.
W ith e n o u g h c a u tio n , yo u
w ill b e a b le to see yo u r w a y
through.

Genrói

Taking orders from others isn't
the easiest thing to do, but some
times you have to m e e t p e o p le
a t least h alfw ay on things, even
though you m ay not w a n t to.
Work on your p e o p le skills a n d
try b e in g a little m ore p a tie n t
w ith things.

. j$ c o r p io s
O c t . 23- f W . 21

Try y o u r lu c k a t s o m e th in g
n e w . It’s a b o u t tim e fo r yo u
to p u t yourself o u t th e re a n d
e xp lo re n e w arenas o f e x c ite 
m e n t th a t o th e rs h a v e b e e n
enjoying for so long.
Spread the w e a lth a n d inform
others o f your new discoveries.

Opricoro
J)ec. 21-Jao. 19
Y o u ’ re ta k in g so m e risky
ch a nce s th a t deserve a second
thought.
D on’t be so easily persuaded
into jum ping into w h a t seems like
a g o o d id e a a t the time. Stop
be in g so hasty a n d slow d o w n
before it's to o late.

O ocer

Big things are h e a d in g your
w ay. D o n 't be afraid to chase
a fte r these opportunities th a t are
b e in g throw n in your d ire ctio n .
G o o u t on a lim b a n d give it your
best shot.

22- J ) e c . 20

M any
chances
have
a p p e a re d
before you
but
instead you d o nothing.
If yo u ke e p ig n o rin g th e m ,
they will cease to be an option
to yo u w h e n yo u re a lly n e e d
them .

U 1

J ûq. 21-J(il£ 21
S ta n d in g u p fo r w h a t y o u
b e lie ve in c a n b e h ard som e
times, b u t you must m ake sacri
fices to g e t a h e a d .
S o m e tim e s y o u la c k c o n fi
d e n c e in yourself, b u t you have
th e stre n g th a n d s u p p o rt yo u
n e e d from those w h o surround
you.

•TheMontclarion
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* America’s New War, 5 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* Game Night,-7-9 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge
* Learn How to Learn, 8 p.m. SC 419

iF~Ai(xau

7

* Phi Sigma Pi Movie Night, 8 p.m. SC Commuter Lounge

S to p fe e lin g so d o w n a n d
c h e e r up! There are m a n y w ho
a tte m p t to p u t a smile on your
fa c e , b u t you fail to realize th a t
th e y are even there. Loosen up
a n d p a y a tte n tio n .

You ke e p m aking plans a n d
y e t fa il to fo llo w th ro u g h w ith
th e m . It's tim e to ta k e a c tio n
a n d g e t things rolling. Stop pro
crastinating; y o u ’re only hurting
yourself by d o in g so.

* Hunter Mountain Ski Trip, Meet Behind Blanton 6 a.m.
* 0SA U History Museum Trip, 12- 6 p.m. Meet Behind SC

*~7
* Mass, 11 a.m. Kops Lounge
* Mass, 6:30 p.m. The Newman Center

'Y Yl&A/cüay

V ir g o
2 2 ^ e p f 21

ÍO

* Roshchodesh: Women and Judaism,
3 p.m. SC 416
* Players’ Meeting, 6 p.m SC Annex 126
* Sex Education Forum, 7-10 p.m. SC Ballrooms

IÍ
You're throw ing rocks a t the
w rong person. Examine the situ
ation a n d g e t solid p ro of before
you start p o in tin g your finger a t
anyone.
Ju m p in g to co n clu sio n s w ill
only c re a te m ore problem s for
you, problem s th a t c a n easily be
a vo id e d .

C a tc h in g up w ith things c a n
b e ha rd som etim es, b u t th a t’s
w hy you must p u t extra effort in
to g e t things d o n e . D o n ’t fall
behind b u t g e t organized.
Your w ork lo a d will b e piling
u p soon, b u t y o u ’ll be ready.

* Alcoholics Anonymous Meeting, 5:30 p.m.
The Newman Center
* SPECTRUMS, 8 p.m. SC 417
* Dr. Gunther Speaks, 7 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* Kappa Alpha Psi Red & White Dinner,
8 p.m. SC Dining Room

* Thouroughly Modern Millie,
Broadway Play

(j O t if m / u f a u ( 2
* Safé Sex Seminar, 2:30-4 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* Class One Concerts, 3:30 p.m. SC 117
* Voices’ Acapella Meeting, 6:30 p.m. SC Cafe B
* The Dating Game, 7 p.m. SC Ballrooms
* Caribso: Valentine Gifts for Sale, 7 p.m. SC Ratt

V

y
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Cantor
Continued from p. 8
working for a Jewish radio station.
agenda.
Perman then w en t to C edar
He is a strong believer in “tikun
Grove church full-time.
olam ," to heal the world through
“I found here a deeper mean social action.
ing for the things I’d done before,”
Perman is also currently Assistant
shared Perman. “And it was personal; Cantor of the Brotherhood Synanyou get to know the people you gogue in New York.
sing for.”
A c a n to r is someone who
Perman was e n co u ra g e d by through song in Hebrew and English,
the pastor to continue working with leads the people in prayer to God.
people, that he had a feel for it. Now, A cantor in Hebrew is a hazzan, or
here at MSU and Fairley Dickinson, prayer leader.
Perman is continuing to touch lives.
Perman spoke of his responsibil
"I want students to know that a ity to the students, “ Everyone must
Jewish professional is a real person- wrestle with their own connection
no peaestpl.”
to God, a personal journey. I just
Perman wants to convey human want to encourage people on that
ity, contrary to simply having an journey.”

Fight the Freeze Up
Here on Our MSU Hill
From Chapstick to Dryer- Warm
Underwear, Every Degree Counts
By Chris Massotto
SpecialtoTheMontdarion

amn it’s cold!! In these last few
weeks, we have experienced
the coldest weather in years.
I’m sure you all know, from walking
across campus, that it’s even colder
up on our little hill we call MSU.
It would be nice
if we could all
just hibernate until
Continued from p. 8
springtime or go
south
for
the
winter. Unfortu
nately, we ca n ’t.
We are college
students and have
classes to attend.
I feel sorry for
credits, and was able to retain my happier to reach a school building the poor souls that
sophomore status.
because it provided an asylum from have classes in
When the first day of classes the blistering cold.
Chapin or have
cam e, my nerves got the best of
The class size was comparative to to hike to east
me. I guess it was a normal reaction both my old high school and college, bum ble to get
considering that I was starting over at with around 20 people, so I felt right to their cars, but
a place that was completely foreign at home. This number became the even more so for
to me. But I decided that I would go average size of all of my classes.
the people I see
through my day with an optimistic
After class was over, I decided to that aren't bundled
outlook and try to be as friendly as explore the campus that I had only up as they walk across campus.
possible..
previously seen from Normal Ave.
So, in case yourm other »didn’t
As I drove up the Valley Road
I
came upon the student center
nag you enough as a kid, here a few
entrance, I was extremely surprised quad. It was, for some reason, what tips to stay warm during these extra
at the large number of vehicles that I had pictured a college to look like: cold days.
were already on cam pus a t the multiple story buildings built around
• Maintain good nutrition and
ungodly time of 8:30.
an open grass field surrounded by get plenty of rest.
It d id n ’t af f ect me g e ttin g a trees and concrete sidewalks. It fit
• Wear layers. One really big
spot, though the following Tuesday, I my expectations exactly.
jacket is not enough to keep you
would find myself circling the parking
Something else I quickly realized warm. Try to wear a long sleeved
lot, like a vulture, for half-an-hour.
was how everyone seemed to have shirt, a sweater or flannel over it
Once I stepped out of my car, I a destination, and a sense of urgency
was hit by the chilling, January winds to arrive there, rem inding me of Blanton Hall and an egg sandwich
of Montclair. During the walk, I had an airport. I marveled at the many from the grease truck parked out
to endure the feeling of my face different types of people that I saw side Dickson Hall. I even sat in my
nearly freezing.
circulating.
first lecture hall with more than 20
My savior was Life Hall, of which
In the days that followed, I expe people.
I knew the exact location of due to rienced many other aspects of the
A lbeit it w asn’ t like the ones
my interview with the chairperson the campus including the wind tunnel in stereotypical co lle g e movies,
previous week. I couldn't have been that is formed under a section of but it was quite large with around
85 people in it.
I enjoyed the
new
learning
setting.
So far, I have
m et a lot of
interesting and
unique people
This is good
because I orig
inally thought
that I would be
hanging around
with a cquain
tances of mine,
also attending
MSU, but the
reality is that our
paths rarely ever
cross.
This opened
up many oppor
tunities for me
to m eet new
people and try
doing different
things.
One of the
MIKE CAFARO/ THE MONTCLARION
things that I tried
Eatjng from a truck may come as a surprise to those new to MSU.
was a Delta Chi

_________ Transfer_________

Stumbling Across the Small Joys and
Nuisances of MSU for the First Time

www.theraontclarion.org
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and then a good warm jacket over
that.
• Keep your extremities warm
because they are the most sensitive
to the cold. Wear insulated gloves,
thick socks and insulated boots,
which also help when walking in the
snow.
• Use chapstick for your lips.
• Moisturize. Use lotion on your
fa ce and entire body to p rotect
your skin.
• Drink w arm , n o n -a lco h o lic
beverages like tea,
coffee, hot choc
olate and soup.
• Think of
warm places far
away from North
Jersey.
• Wear a hat!
You may have
heard th a t you
lose 40 percent of
your body heat
though
your
head.
Despite
how much truth
is in that state
ment, a hat really
makes you feel
warmer,
espe
cially your ears.
• For an added bonus, stick your
underwear in th e dryer for a few
minutes before you go out. It can
make a world of difference.
Being prepared can keep those
extremities from feeling the biting
cold, even here on the hill of MSU.
After all, it isn’t much use in get
ting to class if it takes the entire time
to thaw, only to go back out and
freeze again.
fraternity mixer on the first Thursday of
school. I met a lot of the brothers and
even some sisters from the sorority
that mixed with them.
It was quite an experience for me
because it put me into the position
of meeting a lot of new people at
the same time, most of who's names
I forgot, but it was a g o od tim e
nonetheless.
Another thing was going to a
meeting for the WMSC radio station,
and signing up to apprentice with
a DJ.
This turned out to be a very fun
and interesting experience because
I actually got a chance to pick songs
and make an announcement over
the air, on a signal that goes as far
as New York City .
I guess I did wise up about one
thing though, instead of walking to
my car in the freezing cold, I took
advantage of the shuttle buses that
make frequent stops.
One of my favorite things to do
on them is to look at the numerous
multi-colored rocks painted with the
fraternity and sorority names and
the years that the respective group
pledged.
I am happy with my decision to
transfer, and look forward to having
a very fulfilling time here at MSU.
In the end, I feel that a person's
college experience is only as good
qs they .make it, .and I foLppe, am
going to have a great one!

www.them ontclarion.org
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tion.
Sources of beta-carotene: spin
Many cases have shown that ach, ca n ta lo u p e , carrots, sweet
large doses of certain nutrients can potatoes, pumpkin and mangoes.
be toxic and cause side effects. Also,
there is a possibility of supplement Do it yourself:
drug interaction, if enough care is Measure your obesity grade.
nof taken.
One such supplem ent, b eta- Step 1.
carotene, most commonly used and Measure your height in inches
frequently portrayed as a miraculous
nutrient, is questioned for its
Step 2.
therapeutic effects.
Square
the
Beta-carotene
height
meahelps to prevent lung
sure m e n t
cancer, heart dis
(inches
ease, aging, cat
inches)
aracts and var^
ious other ill
Step 3.
nesses. But, the
Measure
problem
lies I
your w eight
when
we
(lbs.)
regard this
supplem ent
Step 4.
as the sole S
Divide
your
way of w ard
weight (lbs.) by
ing illnesses.
height squared
Recenf stud
(inches multiplied by
ies have shown
inches) and multiply
th a t heavy smokers
by 705
with poor nutritional diets, ^ootcoucATioN.cofA
Body Mass Index (BMI)
through supplements of beta-car
[Weight (lbs.) / Height (inches
otene, actually amplify the risk of
inches] * 705
lung cancer and heart disease.
High use of supplements cannot Step 5.
prevent health issues as long as 20-25 = Least risk. I am in shape!
dietary habits and lifestyle issues are 25-29.9 = Grade I obesity, I better
not solved.
watch out, I am getting there!
Thus, the bottom line is the use of 30-40 = Grade II obesity, I am almost
nafural sources of nutrients is better there!
way of preventing risk of illness rather 40 + = Grade III obesity, you guessed
than looking for some magic pills!
it right, I am really obese!

Recipe of the w eek
Garlic bread
Ingredients:
1 w hole w h e a t b a g u e tte (12
ounces), 2 tbsp. olive oil, 4 cloves
garlic minced, 1 tsp. Italian herb
seasoning.

In a small bowl, combine the oil,
garlic and Italian herb seasoning.
Remove the bread from the
oven and brush evenly with the garlic
mixture.
Return to the oven for 5 minutes.

Directions:
Preheat oven at 400° F.
Split the baguette in half length
wise.
Place directly on the oven rack;
bake for 10 minutes to toast.

Nutritional Information:
Calories 126
Total fat 4.1 g.
Saturated fat 0.5 g.
Cholesterol 0 mg.
Sodium 231 mg.
Dietary fiber 2.9 g.
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Seeking Couples to play
Presented by the Student Government
Association and Campus Recreation
Wednesday, February 12th 2003
In the Student Center Ballrooms

How well do you know your other half?
W inners w ill receive a voucher fo r 2 ,
F o r a C ircle Line N ew York C ity Cruise!
Sign up in the SGA office by next Tuesday!
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SCHOLARSHIP AWARD 2003

ArtCarved with the SGA
will be awarding four, $750
scholorships to students who
have exhibited service to
SGA
in
s chartered organizations
Applications are now
available in the SGA office
Room 103 and are
Friday, March 28, 2003
mm■ H
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Chris W. Fitzpatrick
SGA President

Leonardo da Vinci, The M aster Draftsm an
By Bridget Butler
StaffWriter

Leonardo da Vinci
M etropolitan M useum of A rt
N ew Y ork C ity

line th a t snakes through a
good portion of the upstairs
hallways collects the numbers
of people that are arriving each day
to see the show.
An hour-long wait is in store for
those who are forced to go on the
weekend, but what lies with-in the
exhibition space is certainly worth
their time.
The drawings of Leonardo da
Vinci are a t the M etropolitan
Museum of Art in New York. One
hundred and eighteen of his original
drawings make this one of the largest
collections of his work ever to be put
on display.
Works were brought in on loan
from all over the world. Austria,
France, Germany, Hungary, Italy,
Netherlands, Portugal, and Great
Britain are all to be thanked for this
marvelous show.
The show is arranged chronologi
cally and begins with the works o f
Andrea del Verrocchio, da Vinci's
teacher. In del Verrocchio's works,
the true beginnings of many of the
things associated with da Vinci's
drawing can be seen.

A

He can be credited with making
some of the earliest “ idea pages"
(a series of sketches or poses on
a single page), a technique that
da Vinci used frequently and that
was employed in some of his more
famous drawings. The drawings in the
first room were not just the forerunner
to the works of
Leonardo da
Vinci, they are
among some
of the most

in which the fabric would hang off
of the knee of a seated figure or the
shoulder of a standing figure.
Despite the intense realism of
these drawings, the figure is never
included.
Where one would expect to see
it immerge from the drapery there is.
only air.
This is a
c o m m o n

p o w e r f u l

drawings in
the
show.
Drawings like
the delicately
shadowed,
oddly angled
“ Head of a
Young Boy,”
show not only
the style, but
also
the
amazing skill
of del Verroc
chio.
T

h

e

second room
is titled Young
Leonardo
1472-81 and

WWW.PROBERTENCYCLOPAEDIA.COM

Leonardo da Vinci, Italian a rtis t and
scientist, 1452-1519, his works are now
on exhibit at the Met.

c o n t a i n s

some of the rarest and earliest-known
drawings of da Vinci. The most stun
ning of these drawings are a series
of drapery'studies done in brush
and ink, guache, and tempera on
prepared linen.
In each drawing, da Vinci studies
the d e lica te folds of fabric, as it
would fall across a figure. The way

p ra ctice for
the time but
still gives the
drawings
a
somewhat
mysterious
feeling.
The studies
da Vinci did
for his first
co mmi s s i o n
that
were
never com
pleted
are
also on dis
play in the first
group of draw
ings.
These stud
ies
include
some rather
h u m o r o u s

drawings like
“ Man Blowing Trumpet,” in which the
man with the trumpet blows his long
horn directly into the ear of another
unarhused man, and “Two Cats and
a Dog,” a study page of different
poses; most of which involve the
animals licking their backsides.
As the show moves on and da
Vinci moves to Milan 1483-99, he

becomes the original Renaissance
man.
On view are studies for ballistics,
anatomical drawings, architectural
studies, and the continuation of
his religious work including a rare
unfinished painting, “Saint Jerome
Praying in the Wilderness,” that gives
insight to the intricate drawings that
lay beneath the paintings of da
Vinci.
In Florence, 1500-07, he continues
developing and from this period the
museum has gathered landscapes,
topographical drawings, and mythi
cal drawings.
Studies for “Leda and the Swan”
and in p a rticu la r "The Sea God
Neptune Commanding His Quadriga
of Sea Horses" are some of the more
noteworthy pieces in the show. One
of the true prizes lie in the next small
room devoted to studies of “Virgin
and Child with Saint Anne," and
“ Head of the Virgin," which uses soft
black and red chalk to create this
subtle yet striking drawing reminiscent
of da Vinci’s former teacher.
The final room of the show holds
pages from da Vinci's journal in'
which visitors can see his famous
backward writing and the develop
ment of his ideas.
To see these precious documents
in person is not something to be
taken lightly.
The hand-written pages of one
of the greatest minds of all time
preserved for hundreds of years and
on display now at the Met is a once
in a lifetime occurrence not to be
passed by.

Lynch Exposes the Darker Side of Perfection
By Phil Casale
StaffWriter

Blue Velvet
D avid Lynch
USA

n 1986, independent director David
Lynch was coming off of a surreal
experience with his adaptation of
Frank Herbert's sci-fi novel Dune (a
project that consumed three-anda-half years of his
life).
His
previous
films, The Elephant
Man and Eraserhead, were instant
cult hits and artis
tic successes on
Lynch’s part. Now,
it was time for him
to make some
thing a bit more
personal.
The movie, Blue
Velvet, is one that
came out just right.
The cast is impec
cable. The ca m 
erawork suits the
mood. The music is beyond fitting

I

for the movie; it’s damn haunting c
times. The script is something mos
directors wish they could get the
hands on. The tone, however, is the
thing that makes or breaks the movk
in the end.
Jeffrey Beaumont (Kyle MacLach
Ian) is à college student returninc
to his quiet, perfect town of Lumber
ton after his father suffers a majo
stroke.
One day, while walking in c
deserted field in town, Jeff come:
across a decaying ear. Determine«:
to find out what this is about, he take:
it to the police. Detective William:
(George Dickerson) explains tc
Jeff that this is a police matte
but Jeff’s quit«
.
,
„
_
w w w . d a v id l y n c h . d e
Isabella R ossellini stars as the child-like Dorothy Vallens in David
the Philip Mar
lowe and make
Lynch’s 1986 independent film Blue Velvet.
an attempt to doc
little private inves
thy's house and spies on her taking homicidal tendencies and no shame
tigating himself.
part in bizarre acts of sexual deprav whatsoever.
A ided by Wil
ity at the hands of Frank Booth
It’s a brave p erform ance not
liam's daughte
(Dennis Hopper).
many actors would step up to play.
Sandy
(Laurc
Frank is one sick puppy who It's a role only Dennis Hopper could
Dern), Jeff find
speaks in third person and refers have played, and that isn’t an insult.
that the severer
to himself as "baby" while inhaling It was an extension of the media's
ear is connecter
gas through a mouthpiece from his assumption of Hopper at the time. A
to lounge singe jacket, slapping Dorothy about, and boozer with a tendency for random
Dorothy Vallen: finally tearing a piece of blue velvet acts of violence, he brings nevy
(Isabella Rossellini from her dress after what was, hands depth to a character that, if played
looking like ar down, a most disturbing episode of by anyone else, would have been a
abused baby doll
dry-humping. It’s sick.
two-dimensional heavy.
in
some
sick
Dennis Hopper owns this movie.
Frank Booth would have simply
twisted way.
As Frank Booth, he manages to play been a minor obstacle for Jeffrey.
Jeff manages to break into Dor«
a sickening, abusive character with
S ee "BLUE VELVET” on P. 1
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Continental Drift Offers Questions as Well as Answers
By M elinda Smith
ChiefCopyEditor

Continental D rift #5
K at

ipstick My Espionage was one of
the first zines that I ever read. It
had a pink cover and an awe
some name. I was in love. So, when I
realized that the creator of one of my
very first journeys into the zine world

L

was also the creator of Continental
Drift, I was infinitely excited.
Continental Drift #5 is 50 pages
half size, filled with writing and pho
tography by Kat.
On the inside front cover in bold,
black letters Kat writes, “ No intro. No
flash photography, please. Remem
ber to question what you see, what
you read, and what you want from
all of this," she continues.
Right from the first p a ge , the
reader wonders what exactly they're
getting themselves into.
Almost instantly they may think,
“What does she mean? What do I
want from all of this? Kat put some
thing out there for the reader to roll

Blue Velvet
Continued from p. 13
Instead, he is his antithesis. He’s loud, shot only in black-and-white. If he
abrasive, and bereft of any signs of chose to shoot Blue Velvet in that
remorse for those around him.
fo rm a t, it w ould lose a bit o f its
He has no respect for other peo luster. Through the colors we manage
ple’s opinions nor does he respect to distinguish the "any town, USA”
women. (In one scene, Frank chides atmosphere.
Jeffrey for drinking Heineken; he
The tone of the movie jumps
clearly states that the only beer to about frenetically, like a hyperac
drink is Pap’s Blue Ribbon.)
tive seven-year-old, moving from a
Kyle MacLachlan also shines as scene of sexual abuse that would
Jeffrey Beaumont. He’s purely an make Andrew Dice Clay blush, to a
observer, a. very curious individual confusingly upbeat ending that may
who obviously wants to get to the leave one scratching their head.
bottom of that shocking observation
With Lynch’s literal style of filmhe made in that field.
making, it’salways hard to tell exactly
His observing skills are put to the what he meant.
test as he sits in Dorothy’s closet and
One scene will have Frank beat
watches her. He gets caught, and ing Jeff relentlessly as he applies red
so begins a torrid affair with Dorothy lipstick, while the previous scene
that pushes his boundaries of good will, have Quantum Leap's Dean
taste and morality,
Stockwell lip-sync
leading to his even
ing Roy Orbison’s
6 6 W it h L y n c h ’ s l i t 
tual corruption.
"In Dreams” into a
Enough ca n 't be
lamp.
How’s that
e r a l STYLE OF FILM said about Rossellini
for ambiguous?
M AKING, i t ’ s ALWAYS
as the maternal yet
There are tw o
childlike Dorothy.
types of gifted
HARD TO TELL EXACTLY
She excels at playing
directors;
those
a victim of abuse,
who create their
especially the abuse
own little world by
Frank dishes out to
which their filmog
her. She’s a t once
raphy all occurs
both hostile and vul
in, and those who
nerable, yet she still
create movies in
manages to hold herself together, their own self-contained climate.
albeit barely towards the end.
Lynch has accomplished both.
There's always a light at the end Whether it’s The Elephant Man, a
of a dark tunnel, and Laura Dern is period piece, or Mullhulland Drive,
that bright light. As Sandy, Dern plays each movie has had their own gim
a very pure, very innocent girl from mick or aesthetic.
an upper-middle class background
Lately, either, he has been keen
with a football player boyfriend and on using previous cam era m ove
not a worry in the world.
ments or confusing story elements,
She's Jeffrey's guiding light and but that is only at face value. Like
companion: almost the yin to Doro his films, there’s deeper meaning to
thy Vallen's yang. You look at her the lunacy.
and you wonder how a town like
From reel to reel, Blue Velvet is
Lumberton could house such fear- quite a ride. While glorifying the
inspiring figures like Frank Booth.
sugar-coated goodness of those
Lets face it, any town or place beautiful sunny days we all see once
besides your hometown is bound in a while and practically rubbing
to be volumes more attractive our noses in or own local corruption
and interesting than the place you (he manages this in a shot of the
were raised. Blue Velvet, however, soil, with insects and worms crawling
changes this perspective.
about).
No m atter how mundane and
Love it or hate it, it’s a bold movie
normal a town may be to some, that is rarely self-conscious. You can’t
for every scenic road or picket- deny that. It may turn the casual
fence house there’s always a dark viewer away with its shocking mate
underbelly of corruption and evil. rial, but what is good cinema if there
There's a flip side to every coin, and are no questions left to answer once
Lumberton is no exception.
the credits roll?
Lynch’s first two movies. Eraserhead and The Elephant Man, were

I

.I®

around in their brain for a bit and she
has barely said anything. Who knows
what she’s going to fill the next 48
pages with?"
Initially, Kat tells the reader to ques
tion, but after a few pages she has
some ques
tions of her
own. Ques
tions, th a t
on the sur
face, seem
as though
th e y ’re for
the reader,
but take a
s e c o n d

look, are they really questions for Kat
herself? Maybe it doesn’t matter.
After you get past all the initial
questions, as if you're on a first date,
you get into the marrow of the zine:
the stories.
These stories are almost like journal
entries, though they are able to
stand on their own.
One story titled, “A Last Time for
Everything” pushes the reader to the
edge, wondering whether the story is
true to Kat’s own life or just a figment
of her imagination.
But, after the reader finishes the'
story, they see that it’s the beginning
of a movie that Kat is writing.
Kat still has her own questions
about the story and its characters,
but after reading what she’s written

so far, the question of the reader will
simply be, "What happens next?
Kat examines her own metaphors
within this zine; she lists six of them
explaining what they mean to her.
Her favorite metaphors are:
1.
Making
m

a

p

s

See "CONTINENTAL" on p. 16
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architecture,
2. Waves, 3.
The camera,
4. Film, 5.
Secret codes,
and 6. Anat
omy.
All of these
are
quite
apparent throughout her zine in the
way she uses bodies that she has
drawn, to illustrate the pages.
One drawing inparticular is her
self portrait on the second page and
another right in the middle of the
zine, a two page spread of her face
and hair.
It appears as if she’ s floating
below the surface of the ocean,
looking up and back at w hat has
gone by.
This zine is extremely personal.
And though she questions what that
means in the beginning, she does
a good job of showing us by the
end.
She even writes a letter to her
parents, baring herself in ways that

4. Lm Than Jake. Bonder £■Boundaniet,
S . Filmmaken-

ûn invention. io an deciderii

4. Johnny QockoJohnnyQodko
7. \JanUmCbihiiti Plea FonPeace-Takedciion
5. FloggingMolly DnunkenLullaheJi
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A r t s C a le n d a r
C o n c e rt Cr T h e a te r C a le n d a r
The Movielife

Los Lobos

Apples In Stereo

Irving Plaza

Bowery Ballroom

The Used

Irving Plaza

Dave Chappelle

Irving Plaza

Paloalto

Carolines

Supergrass

Bowery Ballroom

Irving Plaza

Paloalto

Knitting Factory

South Paw

The Julianna Theory

Bowery Ballroom

The Toasters

Supergrass

Supergrass

Bowery Ballroom

Bowery Ballroom

M o v ie R eleases

Hot Rod Circuit
Maxwell's

The Reunion Show
M axw ell’s

A lb u m Releases

Deliver Us From E va- dir: G a ry H a rd w ick
Gabrielle Union, D uane Martin, LL Cool J
How to Lose a Guy in 10 D ays- dir: D o n a ld Petrie
Kate Hudson, M a tth e w M cC onaughey, M ichael
M ichele

Rock - Nick Cave: N a c tu ra m a
Rock - Hall & Oates: D o It fo r Love
Rock —Ted Leo: Hearts o f O a k
Rap —Rush: Spirit o f R adio-G reate st Hits
Rock - Supergrass: Life on O th e r Planets
Rap - Fifty Cent: G e t Rich o r Die Tryin ’

Tigerlily only lists events for th a t w eek (from the Thursday w e com e out to the following W ednesday). For your event to g e t
listed, it must reach us by the Tuesday before w e co m e out.
Be sure to include the nam e o f the event (w ho’s perform ing) where it’s being held, and the e xa ct d a te it’s happening.
Send all information to the following e-mail address:
n *

■■k.

m o n ta rts @ y a h o o .c o m

Movies

The^aughter of famed poets Sylvia Plath and Ted Hughes is in
pro|| | | W
of the new film Ted and Sylvia, a film about
her family, fr e k ^ A a h e s wrote a 48-line poem titled “ My Mother”
c r i t i ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M B i^H b o f the film. The film stars Gwyneth Paltrow
as Plath■BMrlughes’s poem will be published in the next issue
of Tatler r r p < azine.
T.V.
The show that defined the WB, “Dawson's Creek,” is finally being
let go. After five years the WB plans to air a two-hour "Dawson’s"
finale on May 14. Since the contracts
st are up this year
they all decided it was time to let g<
Vance their future
film carreers.
Music
On M onday night Michael Jackson exposed to the world,
through a television documentary, that his third child was born to a
surrogate mother he had never met. Jackson first said that he knew
the mother of Prince Michael II and was present at the birth. After
Jackson was pressed long enough, he admitted to not knowing the
mother and using his own sperm with a surrogate mother. Jackson
said he did not care what race the mother was as long as she was

Thursday, February 6
Zsa Zsa G a bor 1917
Tom Brokaw 1940
Fabian 1943
Bob Marley 1945
Natalie Cole 1950

Sunday, February 9
C arm en M iranda 1909
Gypsy Rose Lee 1914
Mia Farrow 1945
Judith Light 1949

Monday, February 10
Friday, February 7
Laura Ingles Wilder 1867
Chris Rock 1966
Ashton Kutcher 1978

Jimmy Durante 1893
Laura Dem 1967
Cristin Curry 1982

Tuesday, February 11
Saturday, February 8
Jules Verne 1828
Lana Turner 1920
Jack Lemmon 1925
Nick Nolte 1941
Mary M cC orm ack 1969
Joshua Keaton 1979

Eva G a bor 1922
M a tth e w Lawrence 1980

W ed nesday, February 12
A braham Lincoln 1809
Charles Darwin 1809
Arsenio Hall 1955

Know someone w ho’s celebrating a birthday soon? What else says
“ Happy Birthday” (on a very limited budget) better than getting your
friend's name in the paper? Email montarts@yahoo.com with the birthday
kid's full name and year of birth at least a week before the d a te and let
... .them know you. really care... even though you may be really poor.

?
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Continental

Wednesday’s and Saturday's

Continued from p. 14
many will never be able to do, in
fact, ways that many have no desire
to.
The questions she starts off with a
may or may not be for the reader,
but in the end it seems th a t the
reader should be asking questions
of their own. She did warn you of
that, didn't she?
Towards the back of the zine there
are reviews of websites and zines
that Kat has come across and liked,
and also a list of music that graces
her ears.

This is comparable to a resource
list and can come in handy for the
reader that likes to learn many new
things.
Kat ends the zine with a sort of
letter to the reader, acknowledging
herself as a writer of zines and her life
as she finished this current zine.
Like everything, this has com e
to an end, leaving behind much
room for more to come, with room
to question and grow.

80'S & BEYOND
DJ Ted Ulrigley spins the 80’s Mb f
f i t

t t t

• Flexible Schedules
• Work With Friends
• All You Need Is Personality!
• Positions Filling Rapidly!
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Call Bob NOW!
973-275-1188
T h u r s d a y s

S 2 . 5 0 Rolling Rocks
DJ Pat Pierson Rocks the front bar a ll nite long!
DJ UIC tunes up backroom btuin & after band sets!

N e ed Som eone to T a lk to ?

ennos - no

l iu e

L o o kin g fo r in fo rm a tio n on m an y to p ics o f co n cern

couer

CALL CLUB FOR SCHEDULE
10:30PM START

Thurs.Feb. 6

fo r C o lleg e S tudents?
N eed a bus sch ed ule?
L o o kin g fo r a re fe rra l to a service o ff-cam p u s?
The D ro p -In C e n te r, a p e e r co u n selin g , in fo rm a tio n ,

Torrential Downpour
Theory of Mind
One Lump Sum

a n d re fe rra l se rv ice a t M o n tc la ir S tate U n iv e rs ity

FRIDAYS

h as th e answ ers to these questions

DJ Pat Pierson is back to shake up the front bar
DJ UIC spinin’ the dance tunes a fter the shoui

$2.50 Im port Pints Till l l p m
an d M AN YM O SE.

Fri. Feb. 7

C a ll e x t 5 2 7 1 a n y tim e o r ju s t “d ro p in ” to th e

Five Star Dive
New Years
Impulse

little co ttag e b etw een R ichardson H a ll a n d th e

hMüÉBüdW M

110:30PM START

S tu d en t C en ter.

i

The D ro p -In C e n te r is open 2 4 h o u rs a d ay fro m
9am M o n d ay to 5pm F rid a y , w ith

373 BROADWAY PASSAIO PARK, NJ 07055

lim ite d h o u rs on th e w eekends.
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Crossword
ACROSS
1 Tony or Oscar
6 Discontinue
10 Active sort
14 Printer type
15 Customary time
16 Puzzle cube
inventor Rubik
17 Sheer physical
strength
19 Verdi opera
20 Infrequent
21 Colt product
23 Soft-shell clams
27 Duplicates
28 Made an
incision
29 Shah’s capital
31 Restaurant
request
32 Horn or Cod
33 Arrests
36 Tip of a wingtip
37 Shims
40 Kauai souvenir
41 Deneb or Polaris
43 Fall cleanup
tool
44 Spruce juice
46 Change postal
maps
48 Light rubbing
49 Perpetrate
51 Balcony
features
53 Mrs, Peel, e.g.
55 W ind resistance
56 Dog in “Peter
Pan’’
57 “Do unto
others...”
62 Abbr. on an
envelope
63 Toledo’s lake
64 Hummer’s
instrument
65 For fear that
66 Watched
closely
67 Not quite right

®Q3

T r.w ^

yU aj,*»

e io « > v iT c a ^ tig e .

______

" ... A n d n o w th a t I’v e m e t you,
yo u m u s t c o m e o v e r a n d m e e t m y kids,
m y do g s, m y c a ts a n d m y n e e d s .”

2- 7

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

DOWN
Priest's robe
Armed conflict
Sun Devils sch.
Go back over
Visionaries
Blacksmith
Rocky outcrop
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7

15

14
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17
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13

34

35

60
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16
19
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29
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1

36

42
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1

62
65
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1
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53
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33
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49

30

■

59
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64
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8 Cry of pain
9 Sermonizer
10 Expressionless
11 Adam’s legacy?
12 Provide with a
trait
13 Colorful equines
18 Savage or
Couples
22 Neither’s
companion
23 Openings for
coins
24 Seer’s deck
25 Affectionate
terms
26 Pile maker
30 Duel tool
32 “Thief” star
James
34 Entity
35 Carries a tune
38 Woman with a
patron
39 Colombo’s land
42 Leftover piece
45 Witty saying
47 Darting move

Solutions
Û
s S 1 n vl
0 0 z V * 1 3
3 1 n a N 3 a
9 V a a
1 1V
S 9 N
9 N V d 1M
3
N 1s 3 a
I3 1
s a 3
3 d
S a V N
N V a H 3
S 3 1 d 0 9
N n 9 a N V H
V a 1 V
¡3 0
n
0 N a 3
F
0
Id 3 0 a

1

3 à
1a
3 0
a
a

3] l s 3
N i 1
3
V N V
3
3 9 N 3 A
1 1 IN IN 0
0 Z 3 a
a
a V 1
3 0
d s
a 3 a a
a 3 3 N V
3 i/\i V 3 i

1

3 N
>1 V
3 V
V 3
1
S a
3 a V a
a 0 d 3 i n a
V
0 H
« 3 s
i S 1 Is a V M

48 E-mail ancestor
49 Manmade
waterway
50 Shaped like Mr.
Dumpty
52 Put two and two
together

i
V
N

V
3
S
1
0
1

s
a
3
V

54 Actor Calhoun
58 Creative
answer?
59 Israeli gun
60 _ Alamos, NM
61 Goddess of the
dawn
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Red Hawk Diner Woes

^

Before theR ed Hawk Diner opened, there was not much clamor
for an on-campus diner. The Six Brothers Diner is a hop, skip and a
jump from campus, as is McDonald's, if students were not happy with
Sodexho’s strangle-hold on MSU, then there were some other choices
not too far from the Student Centen
, ;
And, a year and change into its existence, students stilt prefer to
. travel off-campiJ& than eat at, the Red Hawk. Yes, it received a 100
percent from'-Its' Customer Service' surveys. Put oniy T37 customers
participated in the survey, a minute percentage of the roughly 13,000
students w hoattend MSU.
The Red Hawk has a prime location, directly behind the Student
Center, and | f | far more convenient for late-night runs (who wants to
take thè ride to tb t 28 at 3 a.m. for disco fries af Six Brothers when you
’can get them right on cam pus?}« But, it has failed tp c q tc ||ó n as;
it was
ih 'fa c i it does not even break even. To do so,
it would have to make $25,000 a week. As it stands, thè" Red’Hawk
averages only $1
-The power^thatnbe have some theories as to why students feel
blasé about patrPnfe0g the cBner. One of their solutions has been to
bastali; d Jukebox, ghritig customers the chance to blast Eminem whBe
' ’ they
0Wpd-cheesf sdndwtphes.,Time w# telf.Whethei or not;
music will affect profits. A far belter solution would have been to listel
to the students as there are two main complaints about the Red Hawk.
’ : the pices ere too high, and it does not a ccept meat plans, JH 3B R H
£evÉJtakowsky, Assistant Directory of Auxiliary Enterprises, told The
I
Montclarion that the Red Hawk "was never intended to be cheaper"
\
than off-campus diners. Indeed, abomparison of menus wiit show that

prices at the Red Hawk can be quite higher than those at other diners.
An order of onion rings, for example, is $5,95 at the Red Hqwk; a t Six
Brothers, it’s q whole dollar less. A* grilled cheese a t the Red Hawk is
$3.75; a f Six Brothers, it’s $3.30.
The answer seems fatly simple: a lig h t decrease in Ihe prices to
make it more competitive with other dfeers, would certainly increase
the Red Hawk's, profits, fQfppJlege sftJdenfs,. saving a fewpuctrters^
here and there is important^ and faking the hike to Six Brothers is
worth it.
■ *v ***=•••
-V' ¿P.Vw**-K
As.for meal plans, it does not take agenius to figure p u t that more
students would frequent the Red H aw kif they could swipe for meals
there. Rakowsky claims that the priceipf meal plans w oujd’haye to
rise if the Red Hawk were to sta rt-a cc^fin g meal plans, TblHs'pure
greed. The Red Hqwk leiYps Sodehxd-food,'the'same foodperved
everywhere^¡rtcarripus.
Sab swipe for this fo o d d rith e
RaffandBldhtdn C ^ f e | b r id , ^ ^ w ^ « ^ ld ^ M h e y be able to swipe. |
for it a t the Red Hawk?
Rakwosky also claims ifth e Red H qykq cce p fe d meal i^qns, then
resident students would crowd if night abd day. How about opening It
up for meal plans during non-pedk hodfs, then? Or limiting students to
one svyipe per meed,
rest in cash? Or offering a
sjpeNC%3t.fc>loc:ic
There are a myriad
Rakowsky could make to increase
the profits of the Red Hawk Diner, to make it a more substantia!
part of MSU’s campus* and installing a jukebox is not one of ■ H I
Decrease the p r ic q s i^ it imake it meal-plan accessible. Otherwise, it

The Voice of Montclair State University
\

Have you had problem s w ith heat in
your room?
“No. M y room is toastier than a
warm, fuzzy blanket."
B re tt Dubfick, Com puter
Science, first y e a r

“In the beginning of the year,
1 did not, but now it’s fine and
dandy.”

Do you

o

o

“No, but 1don’t want heat.”

p r e fe r S ix

£
o

M a ry O 'Rourke, Biology,
second y e a r

Ja na a n W illiam s, B io lo g y ,

o
u
C

th ird y e a r

■o
■■■

Brothers to
the Red Hawk
Diner?

to

<u
3
oL

S

Call 973-655-5241 or email
M on tOpinion ®yahoo. com
to respond.
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We Must Go On
Another Tragedy Must Not End Our Space Program
pace is a very formidable envi
ronment. The only thing on Earth
that comes close is the sea.
And, like the research that has taken
place in the deep, going to space
can be very hazardous.
A few days prior to Saturday,
February 1,1finished read
ing Arthur C. Clarke's,
2001, a Space Odyssey.
Today, we are far from
journeying to Jupiter or
Saturn, and d o n ’t even
have plans to do so. And
we are just now building
a Space Station, Alpha,
which looks nothing like
the spinning wheel in
Kubrick's masterful film
version of Clarke's tale.
However, we still breach
the confines of our Earth and float
above the clouds on a fairly regular
basis. And, like in 2001, accidents
happen. Unfortunately, in space, a
minor accident can mean death.
Yet again, we have lost seven
brave souls, souls d e d ic a te d to
exploring and studying the confines
of space. Unlike 17 years ago, when
the Challenger exploded on liftoff,
this time we have lost them coming
back. And while many might say
that we should stop exploring
space, I believe we should con
tinue.
Tragedy comes with explora
tion. How many hundreds of people
died when they explored our coun

S

try? Yet we pressed on. How many
died exploring the deep? Yet we
pressed on. Exploration means doing
things others haven't, and while we
might have seen shuttle launches
and landings as routine, they are
anything but.
It is not
routine to
66 W e
s t r a p

Even our ballistic missiles, meant to
wipe clean the cities on this planet
with fire, are now used, sans their
nuclear payload, to launch satellites
that let us use our cell phones, find
our place on Earth with a Global
Positioning System, or watch televi
sion.
We may need
MAY NEED TO
to step back,
w h a t
reflect, and learn
STEP BACK, REFLECT AND
amount s
from our tragedy.
LEARN FROM OUR TRAG
to a small,
But we also need
c o n 
to
move on, and
EDY. B u t w e n e e d t o
tained
continue.
thermo
MOVE ON, AND
In space, all
nuclear
nations
come
CONTINUE. 9 9
explosion
together,
and
onto your
people of all reli
back and
gions slip the
travel with
bounds of the
it into a pure
heavens. Nations
vacuum. It is not routine to travel that were conflicted on earth can
in an environment that is punctu share meals and shake hands in
ated by chips of rock careening so space.
fast they can go through inch-thick
Many might say, that while our
titanium. It is not routine to glide in earth is torn by strife and conflict,
an Orbiter weighing around 90 tons, space is the only place left where
traveling at about mach 18(18 times we forget our animalistic tendency
the speed of sound). It is not routine for war and concentrate instead on
to land on a runway at a speed of the pursuit of pure,warless science.
around 200 miles an hour less than And to lose that now, after so much
16 minutes later. ^
tra g e d y here on Earth in re ce nt
Space is the last great peaceful years, w ould be to lose hope of
expanse that remains. Former sol peace.
ders become scientists and aid our
research on where we came from. James Topoleski, a Tech. Education
Weapons created for the cold war major, is in his first y ear as Editorare now used for scientific study. in-Chieffor T h e M o n tclario n .

Cutting Your Losses
Why We Should Continue Male Circumcision
Jewish male friend of mine
once joked that the reason
he doesn't remember the first
years of his life is because he was
circumcised.
“I was too traumatized from the
pain," he said with a smile.
Although his words were
spoken in jest, it led me to
wonder what young Josiah
Flatt has to say about the
issue. That is, when he's
old enough. Six year-old
Josiah's parents are cur
rently suing a North Dakota
hospital for circumcising
him when he was born.
No
mat-practice
was
accused, and all shows
Josiah to be a healthy boy,
as there were no compli
cations from the surgery.
Josiah's parents even admit to sign
ing the consent forms. The Flatts
are suing MeritCare Medical Center
and 6r. Sunita Kantak because
they claim the hospital did not pro
vide enough information about the
reported drawbacks of the proce
dure.
There are a growing number of

A

anti-circumcision groups in the United as a method to "discourage" mas
States that liken the procedure to turbation and promiscuity in earlier
the cutting of the clitoris in females. cultures. Modern medicine explains
The foreskin has, in some schools the process is done for health reasons
of thought, been called the male - infection is drastically decreased,
clitoris because it supposedly has and the chance of getting penile
a higher concentration of nerves cancer is eradicated. What is defi
than the rest of the penis’ nite is that circumcision has been
used to treat everything from (pay
skin.
Circumcision is consid attention now) alcoholism to promis
ered the w o rld ’s oldest cuity, asthma to gout, malnutrition to
m edical
procedure. night terrors, even epilepsy. Circum
Today, about 60 percent cision was evidentially proscribed
of American boys born are much the same w ay Prozac and
circumcised. Elsewhere in Zoloft are today.
The practice has taken a back
the world, the procedure is
much more rare, with five wards step in the last d e ca d e or
percent of males in Britain so. Ten states currently do not offer
and 17 percent of males M edicare reimbursement for cir
in Canada being circum cumcision. With roughly 1.2 million
cised. In Soufh America newborns every year getting cir
and in non-Muslim coun cumcised, the American Academy
tries in Asia, the procedure is espe o f Pediatrics says the cost can be
cially rare. Interestingly enough, only anywhere from $150 to $270 million a
three out of every 1000 males not year to new parents collectively.
While the procedure can certainly
circumcised at birth ever choose to
be expensive, and while the fa ct
undergo the procedure.
The p ra c tic e of rem oving the that states increasingly wish not to
foreskin for non-religious reasons in reimburse parents is sadly indicative
the United States has some mysteri
ous origins. Some claim it began
See "CUTTING" o n P.20

Happy
Birthday,
Reagan
On February 6, Ronald Reagan
further extended his already impres
sive feat as the longest-living former
American president, as he turned
92 years old.
Unfortunately,
Reagan spent
his
birthday
suffering from
Alzheimer's dis
ease, robbing
him
of
the
memories of his
fruitful life and
John
preventing
a
CASCARANO
truly
happy
birthday.
However, no
disease can rob
history of the legacy he left behind.
Ronald Reagan’s life epitomizes the
co n cep t of the American dream.
Growing up the poor son of an alco
holic shoe salesman in Illinois, he
worked hard to pay his own way
through college. He graduated with
a few dollars in his pocket and a
dream in his heart, and left home
to pursue his goal of becoming an
actor. After working for a few years
in radio, he finally achieved that
goal.
Taking his conviction and deter
mination into his career, he became
head of the Screen Actor's Guild,
where he stood firm and refused
to be in tim id a te d . Like most of
his colleagues, he was a liberal
Democrat. However, unlike many
of his colleagues, he was able to
distinguish that although the Soviet
Union had been our ally against
fascism, the tactics they employed
w ere similar to those o f fascists.
He learned quickly to reject com 
munism with all his might. During
the Red Scare, when Communist
Party-funded mercenaries such as
Herb Sorrell promised and delivered
violence along with strikes, Reagan
stood tall against such foes, while at
the same time abhorring McCarthyism and red baiting. His actions
were heroic, though they cost him
his film career and his first marriage.
But because of his strong beliefs,
he stood his ground and overcame
it all.
Years later, from the urging of
friends, Reagan took a tremendous
chance and leapt into politics. The
one-time staunch New Deal Demo
crat was elected governor of Cali
fornia in 1968, as a conservative
Republican. In 1980, he took the larg
est of leaps and won the presidency
in a landslide, and won reelection
again in 1984, carrying 49 states
and being credited with the largest
electoral landslide in history. What
he accomplished during these two
terms was tremendous.
Reagan inherited the worst fiscal

o

See "REAGAN" o n P.20
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Reagan
Continued from p. 19
crisis since the Great Depression.
Unemployment was up and climb
ing, as was inflation, and the prime
interest rate was 21 percent. With
the sluggish and increasingly worsen
ing economy and the stale stench
of the loss in Vietnam still lingering;
Americans were in self-doubt about
themselves and the country. Gas
was scarce, if available at all, and
American hostages were held cap
tive in Iran, affirming thoughts of
America's impotence. The popular
mantra of the time was that America
was in decline, and her people had
to accept it. Ronald Reagan refused
to believe this was true. He ran for
presidency promising to restore the
greatness of America, and that he
did.
“It is time for us to realize that we
are too great a nation to limit us to
small dreams,” Reagan boasted in
his first inaugural address. "We are
not, as some would have us believe,
doomed to an inevitable decline. I
do not believe in a fate that will fall
on us no matter what we do. I do
believe in a fate that will fall on us if
we do nothing.”
Those words would prove through
out his tenure to be a self-fulfilling
prophecy.
Valiantly battling with speaker
Tip O ’ Neill, he g o t his econom ic
plan passed through a Democrati
cally controlled House, despite the
unenviable task of having to get
26 of O'Neill's Democrats to jump
ship. When finally im plem ented,

his co m b in a tio n of tax cuts and
deregulation created 19 million jobs,
helped get interest rates to the lowest
that they had been in years, and
brought inflation down to practically
nothing. The years between 1982
and 1988 saw the largest and longest
period of sustained, p e a c e tim e
economic growth in American his
tory.
On foreign policy, Reagan was a
fearless lion who followed predeces
sors that were lambs. Decades of
detente and appeasement to the
Soviet Union com bined with poor
judgm ent by previous administra
tions had left the Soviets with a clear
advantage over the Americans in
the Cold War. Their military dwarfed
the United States’, as defense had
consistently been cut for over 10
years. Furthermore, the Soviets were
reaching their oppressive tentacles
throughout the third w orld, and
becoming increasingly aggressive.
The Soviets, however, had every
reason to act this way, as presidents
before not only sat by idly, but began
to trade and sell them food and
goods used for military products
a t bargain prices. This all cam e
at a time when large underground
storehouses had been built in East
Germany to store hundreds of street
signs printed with names such as
Karl Marx Platz, and Friedrich Engels
Strasse. Also stored were stacks
of new money, unlike any other in
circulation, as well as thousands of

military medals that were stacked in and terror further around the globe.
large crates. These goods were to Because of all these many other
be used in an expected conquest. accomplishments, a 2001 Gallup
The street signs were to be new road Poll showed that Americans chose
names for what would be occupied Reagan as the most popular presi
Western Europe, the medals to honor dent in American history.
Warsaw Pact soldiers, and the money
Ronald Reagan succeeded not
to payjhem in an obviously planned by some lucky a c c id e n t, but
future war against the West. Other because he stood firmer and looked
presidents w ould ignore the true farther than any of his political coun
th re a t of the Soviet Empire, but terparts. The legacy that he left
Reagan would not. Reagan had the on the civilized world was one of
guts to cail the Soviet Union what freedom. The legacy that he left on
it truly was: an “ Evil
America was of
Empire." §
simple courage,
His co n victio n ,
optimism, and a
66 B y t h e e n d o f R e a 
refusal to budge on
reassurance in
g a n ’ s SECOND TERM,
his principles, and
American values
the military buildup
and greatness.
THE ERA OF NUCLEAR
he initiated forced
For all he has
the Soviet Union to
done for this
ARMS REDUCTION HAD
spend more and
countryfor
BEGUN DUE TO HIS PRO
more of its limited
restoring national
resources towards
pride in her citi
FOUND BELIEF IN PEACE
defense in order to
zens and her mili
THROUGH STRENGTH. $>9
keep pace with the
tary, for showing
United States. By
compassion and
the end of Rea
courage
and
gan’s second term, the era of grace under pressure, and for being
nuclear arms reduction had begun a fine role model- I would like to
due to his profound belief in peace extend my deepest birthday wishes
through strength. Finally, and much to President Reagan. Though sadly
to the discontent and disbelief of enough he may not be able to
many professors on this campus and remember all of his great deeds,
across the country, this policy led to America will never ever forget.
the fall of the Soviet Union. Had he
listened to the doves and nuclear John C ascaran o, a políticaI Sci
freeze freaks, the Evil Empire could ence major, is in his first y ear as a
have extended its grip of power columnist for T h e M on tclarion .
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Cutting
Continued from p. 19
of the w ay healthcare is moving
under a Republican administration, it
would seem logical that any preven
tion method for infection and sick
ness is well worth it. True enough that
boys can be taught proper hygiene,
but in the initial years of life this is not
so simple. The high risk of infection
could well lead to com plications
later on. Besides, sexual side effects
as a result of the procedure are rare,
and, as with any surgery, regardless
of how common, there will always
be risks.
Less convincing is the argument
that the loss of the “ male clitoris" will
hinder sexual experience. There is no
proof that having foreskin is any more
fun than not having it. Speaking on
behalf of most circumcised males,
it's pretty safe to say we enjoy sexual
activity as much as the rest of the
men do. Women and men alike that
I have spoken to seem to prefer the
idea of no foreskin, as they think it
makes the penis more attractive.
Do you find a chess bishop or an
elephant’s trunk more attractive?
C heck the w eb for pictures and
judge for yourself, in case you're
interested. •
As far as m edical reasons go,
the pros seem to d e finite ly o u t
weigh the cons.
According to
pedsurology.com , circum cision
lowers the chances of urinary tract
infection in the first year of life, and
also makes hygiene maintenance
easier. Risk of contracting STD’s are
slimmer as well. Circumcision also
prevents phimosis, a condition that

makes the foreskin impossible to
retract later in life.
This is not to say th a t all male
newborns should be circumcised.
There are cases where it is not
recom m ended, and also parents
should be made aware of possible
drawbacks.
Hospitals do have
an obligation to inform each new
parent of the details of the pro
cedure. This can be difficult, as
consent papers are often signed in
the delivery room, and so usually
under duress. Hospitals and medical
practitioners should experiment with
new ways of informing expectant
parents, perhaps doing so during
pregnancy, before birth. Also, the
fact that states are beginning to pull
m edical benefits is inconsiderate
to parents and disregarding of a
child’s health. The Bush Administra
tion claims that one of its main initia
tives is to drive down the cost of
health care. It would do well to take
a long look at this issue.
The MeritCare M edical Center
should not be sued, as they did
nothing wrong, but this lawsuit still
might have something good come
of it. Let us use this example as a
reason to further research on the
pros and cons of circumcision, the
current status of health care in the
United States, and most importantly,
to realize the importance of informa
tion to expectant parents.
Jerome D ’Angelo, a political science
major, is in his fourth y e a r as a
columnist for T h e M on tclarion .
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child care wanted
SITTER NEEDED. Tuesday and
Thursday afternoons 3:30-7:30. Early
childhood education majors encour
aged to apply. Automobile necessary.
Experience preferred. $9/hrs. Call
Maine (973) 783-4589___________
Responsible, caring individual needed
one Friday, Saturday, or Sunday
afternoon in March and April to care
for 3 young children. Gillette, NJ.
Call Carolyn @ 908-903-0095. 4
hours/work.____________________
BABYSITTER WANTED to watch my
two-year-old on weekend nights
and one afternoon per week. If you
are responsible and reliable and
enjoy kids, please contact me at
973-571-9563._________________
PART-TIME BABYSITTER wanted for
girl in Montclair. Pick up from school,
provide care plus light chores until
6:00. Days per week flexible. Drivers
license and references required.
973-233-1464.

rent
Apartment for Rent. 1 Bed Room.
5 minutes from Montclair State
University. $600 per month. Call
(973)253-8887. Available April 1st.

Room just became available now for
one female student: shared furnished
room, very close to campus, utilities
included $ 350/month plus security,
call for more information or visit
973-778-1504 ________________

Matthew

Hudson

McConaughey

O ne o f them is lying.

Montclair. House to share - Lovely
4 RM Apartment W/PRIV BATH,
INCLS all UTILS. Century 21 Gemini,
ask for Kim. 973.744.2700 X55
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HEY
MONTLCLAIR!
SPRING
BREAK with STS to Cancún, Aca
pulco, Jamaica, Bahamas and Flor
ida! America’s #1 student Tour Opera
tor! Longest in the business under
same name. 19 years! Groups save
up to $120 per room! STS @ 1-800648-4849 / www.ststravel.com
Absolute Best Deals for Spring
Break! Acapulco, Cancún, Bahamas,
Jamaica & Florida; Space still avail
able. Call us today 1-866-273-2500
www.vaaabondtours.com_________
JOIN US! Join “The Montclarion”
and find out about the possibility
of becoming the newspaper’s Pro
duction Editor. Contact Managing
Editor, Inbal Kahanov @ X5282 or at,
montmanaainq@vahoo.com______

M i n rtn m i u limam i n i
BASE ON
THE BOOK BY

'■SI

I "HOW! TOPRODUCE
LOSE |<A GUY III IO OAYS" ADAM GOLDBERG MICHAEL MICHELE

I EXECUTIVE 0
I PRODUCER II

MICHELEALEKAIOERMlJEANIIiLONG “ " S I
g B ffg

P G - 1 3 PARENTS STRONGLY CAUTIONED«»

SOUNDTRACK ALBUM AVAILABLE ON VIRGIN RECORDS .¿ jjj fc
TMI COPYRIGHT © 2003BY PARAMOUNTPKTUKS. AU RIGHTS R88IVH).

Some M aterial M ay Be Inappropriate fa r CM dren Under 13

HowToLoseAGuyMovie.com

SOM E SEX RELATED MATERIAL
For rating reasons, go to www.fiimratings.com
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STARTS IN THEATRES EVERYWHERE FEBRUARY 7
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SAFER SEX/
HEALTHY
RELATIONSHIP
DAY AT MSU!
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THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2003
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lla m -3 p m ; SC Lobby:
KISS safer sex bags
distributed
lpm ; SC417:
The D a tin g Game:
A Discussion on Relationships
(co-sponsored by T he W omen’s Center)
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A Center O f Knowledge, Centered on You.
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Sport/ Trivio

W restling Drops in
Final Home Meet
By Anne Clifford
Sports Editor

The MSU wrestling team, ranked
16th in NCAA Division III, dropped
to 8-2 in dual matches this season
with Saturday’s home loss to eighthranked Delaware Valley (PA) College
(DVC) at Panzer Gymnasium.
It was the final home dual match
of the 2002-03 campaign for the Red
Hawks. DVC (11-3 overall) has now
defeated MSU in three consecutive
dual matches dating back to last
season.
MSU last defeated DVC, 24-13, on
January 30, 2001 in Upper Montclair.
MSU junior Eduard Aliakseyenka,
the No. 1 seed in NCAA Division III at
174 pounds, pinned second-seeded
Josh Housekeeper in 2:56 in the first
match of the day to give MSU a
6-0 lead while improving his own
record this year to 17-1 overall with
seven falls.
MSU freshman Dennis Gaul then
recorded a 6-0 decision at 184
pounds for a 9-0 MSU advantage,
but DVC ca m e b a c k to win the
next two bouts, sophomore Andrew
Helms by fall (2:16) af 197 pounds
and classmate Kyle Phipps by major
decision (8-0) a t heavyw eight to

Question: Who was the first

forge a 10-9 m atch lead for the
Aggies.
MSU sophomore Darnell Moore
pinned DVC sophom ore Mike
Weston in 6:12 at 125 pounds to put
MSU up, 15-10, but the Aggies again
cam e back with two consecutive
victories for a 20-15 advan tag e ,
as sophomore B.J Wise won by fall
(1:20) at 133 pounds and freshman
Jim M owbray picked up an 11-3
major decision at 141 pounds.
MSU senior Rami Ratel then
pinned Jeremy Messinger in 57 sec
onds at 149 pounds to give MSU its
last lead of the day at 21-20.
Ratel now leads MSU with a 24-0
overall mark this season with a teambest 13 falls, and is now 117-9 in his
four-year Red Hawk career.
Freshman Mike Berlanda scored
a 7-5 decision over MSU senior Jess
Monzo a t 157 pounds to put the
Aggies on top for good at 23-21.
DVC sophomore Jason Shivak
then recorded an 18-2 technical fall
in exactly five minutes at 165 pounds
for the final margin.
The Red Hawks honored four
seniors - Monzo, Ratel, Bill Deniz
and Gary Mikolay - in a pre-match
ceremony.

pole vaulter to clear 20 feet?
Answer to Last Week’s
Question:
In Boston in 1932

Swimming
Continued from p. 24
There are only two and a half
weeks until the Mets so, McLaughlin
has created strict restrictions for the
team.
Seeing the facial hair on the men,
is just part of it. They are not allowed
to shave before, so fhaf they have
drag in their practices and every
thing leading up to the big meet.
After the Mets the season is over,
and four-year veteran and Captain
Eddie Fernandez will be gone.
He is the only four-year season
returnee and has been though the
worst with the team.

The team says he is a big loss, he
is the center of fhe success, and he
leads everyone, were just a couple
of the comments said of Fernandez.
The team will now have to be
lead by the new members.
They are the keys in the develop
m ent of the future of fhe team .
"We owe the success to the fresh
man [and transfer],” Schwarz com
mented.
In the future, they are looking for
NCAA qualifiers and record break
ers, and they have the chance to
do this.

They are a big men’s squad that
has untapped resources of talent.
Two of the members are divers,
freshman Bryant Edwards and junior
Eric Loree, both of whom, in one
meet alone, can score 26 points for
the team if fhe competition does not
have any divers.
These guys are a tightknit group
and interact like a family.
Scott M ontgom ery transferred
here and he had already swum with
Vince Accordi.
He said that, “This is a big men's
squad, we are tight and close. We

are like a family and we have the
love/hate relationship.”
Along the way through the
season, the team has collected a
large fan base.
Friends, family, and other athletes
go out to support them.
And in return the swim team
supports their events.
Says Schwarz, “We go to football,
field hockey, soccer, and basketball
games whenever we can."

W om en’s Basketball Overcom es Ramapo
ByJody Ecceles
S taffW riter

The MSU Lady Red Hawks beat
the Ramapo Roadrunners by a
score of 77-68. Freshman forward
Ebony Allen had 23 points, while
junior guard Dyette Dillard had 17

points and 5 assists.
consecutive points.
Senior Center Jasmine Batts
Later, Batts m ade one of two
scored 19 points and had a game free throws and Allen made a short
high 14 rebounds. Erin Schultz had 11 jumper to pull the team within four.
points in the game as well, making Another jump shot by Allen cut the
her the fourth player on the team Roadrunners lead to one, but Dillard
in double digits.
connected on a long three-pointer
Ramapo also had four players in giving the Red Hawks the lead.
double digits, including Stephanie
Dillard then scored another threePillari with 22 points, Katie Arcuri with point shot to extend the lead to
15, Janine Cappadona with 13, and five.
Melinda DioDonetwith 10.
MSU led 32-27 at the half and a
In the opening minutes of the layup by Allen with 12:44 left in the
game, both teams were tied at 15. gam e, extended the lead to ten
But Arcuri scored six straight points making it 50-40.
points to give the Roadrunners a
But, with 1:06 to play, the Road
21-15 lead.
runners ma d e it close thanks to
But, MSU came screaming back Stephanie Pillari's layup. The score
going on a 17-6 run including 12 was then 68-66.

But, MSU d id n 't give up. Batts
responded with 47 seconds left with
another basket, and Allen scored
again with 27 seconds left in the
game, putting MSU ahead by six
points.
MSU m ade five out of fheir six
free-throw shots, three of them from
Schultz. MSU had 42 rebounds,
com pared to the Roadrunners 32
rebounds.
The Roadrunners shot just 39
percent from the field, and made
only three out o f 17 th re e -po in t
attempts.
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Ramapo
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MSU
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15-4
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Richard Stockton

5-7

11-8

NJCU

5-7

10-9

Kean

5-7

9-9

Rutgers-Camden

2-10

6-12

1-11

Ritgers-Newark

6-17
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Fri. 2/7 @ Milrose Games
6 p.m.
Sun. 2/9 @ CTC Champion
ships
12 p.m.

?

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 2/8 Kean*
4 p.m.
Wed. 2/12 Rutgers-Camden*
8 p.m.

^

]

WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
Sat. 2/8 Kean*
2 p.m.
Wed. 2/12 Rutgers-Camden*
6 p.m.
WRESTLING ;•
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Sophomore Back
Hometown: Bridgeton, NJ
Jo h n a th an won th e m e n ’s 200 F ree an d
th e 400 Medley on Tuesday.

W om en’s B asketball
NJAC

Overall

Kean

12-0

17-2

TCNJ

10-2

15-4

Richard Stockton

9-3

13-6

Sat. 2/8 @ NY/NJ Duals
11 a.m.
Wed. 2/12 @ Springfield
7 p.m.
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e n t 8o n

* New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests

m Meaghan Kilgallen
Junior Free and Fly
£ Hometown: Hasbrouck Heights, NJ
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Rutgers-Camden; 9

Meaghan won the women’s 100 Free on Tuesday.
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Ramapo

4-8

9-10

Rowan

3-9

6-13
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M en’s B a sketball

NJCU

1-11

4-15

Rutgers-Newark

0-12

4-17

W omen’s B a ske tb a ll

W om en’s Sw im m ing
W resting

9-3

3-0

Rowan

7-2
™

MSU
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William Paterson

Antwan Dozier
Freshman Guard
Hometown: Scotch Plains, NJ

Overall
1130-M SU 10, TCNJ33

TCNJ

Bill won in the 165 weight class on Saturday.

211 - MSU 54, Ramapo 64 *

211- MSU 72, Ramapo 68*
213 - MSU 93, SUNY-Purchase 35

NJAC

Bill Deniz
Senior
Hometown: South River, NJ

"

Antwan scored 17 points and had nine
rebounds on Saturday.

New Jersey Athletic Conference Contests
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8-5

1-2

11-4

§ * Ebony Alien
* Freshman Center
« Camden, NJ

X
¡2 Ebony scored 17 points and had seven
a rebounds in Saturdays game.
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Woman’s Basketball
Wins
S ee P age 22

Voi. 82,

No. 17

hawk

orts

Wrestling Falls
At Last Home Meet
S ee P age 22
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The MSU R ed Hawks F all in B ack-to-B ack

ALISON BARNES / THE MONTCLARION

(Left) Junior Guard Abraham Johnson scores 19 points overall for MSU in last nights games against NJCU. He also had seven assists.
Teammates Antwan Dozier and Michael Gluck scored 14 points and six rebounds and 20 points and eight rebounds respectively* MSU was
up at the half, 35-25, but lost the lead and the game in the last few seconds. (Right) Coach Ted Fiore paces on the court for the Red Hawks
second loss in a row. O f the past five games, the Hawks lost four. Last night, the game ended with a score o f 79-77.

Men s Swimming Has Winning Season, 7-5
MSU Red Hawks Have Best Record Since the 1992-93 Swimming Season
the pool.
there were only eight men
They decided that they on the team, none of them
Sports Editor
would also label the water juniors or seniors.
with the date of the meet
In the next year, the team
and the score.
went up in numbers and
When the guys found out, more talent was added to
Looking
around
a as they cal l ed the sports the team.
cram ped dorm room filled hotline, w hat the score of
Their performance in the
with paraphernalia neces their meet was, they were final meet of the year, at
sary for the survial of a col surprised.
Metropolitan Championships
lege student, such as Play
The score was only (Mets), foreshadowed the
Station 2, with M adden, I 115-106, but that was success for this season.
noticed a bottle of w ater because when the score
To get the numbers and
with duct tape wrapped was 115-70, points for MSU the talents this year, the
around it that said “ William stopped being counted in people already on the team
Paterson.”
the last three events.
had to recruit. They did this
I had to ask why some
This has happened sev by talking to their friends and
one would have that in their eral other times in meets.
then, in turn, having those
room.
The m e n ’s swimming men get their friends.
At first, the guys just team has had its first winning
In the beginning of
laughed, then they told me season since the 1995-1996 December, the men placed
that it was a tradition that season, and it was the best third in the Kutztown Invita
they had decided to start season record since 1992.
tional, which was up .three
the day before.
The team has com e a places from the" previous
It was the first time they long way in the past couple year.
can remember beating Wil of years.
During winter break, the
liam Paterson in a swim meet,
Juniors Jason Martinelli team went to Puerto Rico to
so it was decided that from and Pat McGurrin knew train.
now on, everytime they won what it took to get the team
Thereafter, their record for
an away meet, they would this far.
the rest of the season was
take with them water from
In their freshman year. 4-1, making the season total
By Anne Clifford
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7-5.
Overall, they felt that the
meet at Drew was the best.
Shane Schwarz said,
“Drew was our best meet, we
had our best times, overall
and individually.”
. Schwarz said that he real
ized that the team doesn't
have to swim in the Confer
ence but if they did that,
their record could be even
better.
Their success is due
largely in part to their coach,
Brian McLaughlin.
He has been coaching
the team for 14 seasons. He
also coaches the women's
tennis team.
In his first four years a t
MSU, he had 44 wins in both
the men, and the women,
teams.
When
the
1996-1997
schedule came out, the swim
team was pitted against
more Division I and Division
II schools.
The team had a com
bined losing record in 1997

and 1998, 5-7.
The women’s team then
proceeded to have winning
seasons while the men’s did
not.
Sitting in their room after
getting back from practice
and dinner in Blanton, they
discuss how well prepared
McLaughlin makes them.
"He realizes that we are
student-athletes. He is proud
of us...and how h a rd.it is
to be a student, an athlete
and to have a social life. He
always emphasizes grades.
He is doing a great job," said
Scott Montgomery.
The whole team always
puts in a 100 percent when
practicing
and
during
meets.
They practice eight times
a week, for two hours, not
counting the time spent in
meets.
See "SWIMMING” o n p . 2 2

